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NOTICE
• Customers of the Murray
City Sanitation Department
who have their refuse picked
up on Monday should have
their refuse set out on Tuesday. All other customers
should set their refuse out on
their regularly scheduled day
even though routes may run
one day late in some areas.
*City stickers may be purchased Tuesday, June 1, without penalty because City Hall
was closed in observance of
Nlemorial Day. After this date,
3 LOC fee V‘, ill he charged.

INSIDE
•LIAINGTON. Ky. - Calloway County's record breaking boys 400-meter relay
team passed the test on the
track Saturday afternoon. hut
almost laded their lesson in
decorum alter an ilkeal UM I(Km nearly cost them their
prize in the Class AA State
rack and Field Meet. Page
•LEX1NGTON, K.
Ordinarily. Jimmy Harrell
would not have been encouraged by his team's average
showing at the biggest show of
the year. But this was not the
aYerage cast or characters that
usually shows up for the Class
A State Track and held- Meet.
Page 8
•INDIANAPOLIS (AP)
The Iirst time, Emerson Fitti.
paid] was. the fresh face in
Victory Lane, rescuer of an
Indianapolis 500 dulled by the
sameness of speed and more
speed, a winner not named
Luser or Fovt or Andretti or
\lars. Page ti

FORECAST
TOday, a chance of early
morning showers. Becoming
partly sunny by noon. Highs in
the mid-70s. Northwest wind
10 to 2() mph. Chalice of rain
30 riercent. Tonight, clear with
lows near 50...Tuesday, mostly
sunny with highs 70 to 75.

LAKE STAGES
KENTUCKY — 71'
359.4, +0.1, below 302.4, -0.5
BARKLEY — 72'
-359.3, +0.1; below 303.3, -0.5
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MISS YOUR PAPER?
Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of the Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday or by 3:30 p.m.
Saturday are urged to call
753-1916 and ask for the circulation department between
5:30-6 p.m. Monday-Friday or
3:30-4 p.m. Saturday.
• • S. •
TO SUBSCRIBE: 753-1916

CLASSIFIEDS
To place a classified ad, call
753-1916 between 8 a.m.-5
p.m. Monday-Friday or 8
am.-noon Saturday and ask
for the classifieds department.
Please check riles and deadline information on the first
page of the classified ads

OFFICE INFO
To neck aoy deportment al
sseempapee. caN 751-1116
sad spot* triads person et
depanneet yea grub so cow
Net Or Naito office been
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Missing Youth
County authorities conduct search
By STACEY CROOK
Murray Ledger 8. Times Stall Writer
Authorities are still searching
for a Calloway County teena,•_E who has been missing
since Friday afternoon.
Calloway County sheriff's
deputy. Stan Scott said 19-yearold Roger Dale Jones, Third
Street. Hazel, has been missing
since approximately 1 p.m.
Friday.
"There is a possibility of foul
play,- Scott said.
Bill and Helen Jones, the
teen's parents, said the last time
they saw their son was in front
of their house in Hazel.
Scott said he may have been
wearing a greenish-blue t-shirt
and blue jeans.
.
Jones, -who is 6-2, 160
pounds, with blue eyes and
blond hair, could have been
with another individual Friday
afternoon, Scott said.
"From what we can determine, he may have been the last

person to see Jones,' he said.
Jones' car, a four-door white
Dodge, was lelt in the driveway
of his house with the keys in
the ignition. Scott said.
"Everyone I've talked to said
this is not (he -kind of boy who
Just takes al and doesn't come
hack,- Scott said.
Jones. who is employed :lithe Log Cabin Restaurant in
Murray, did not conic in for
work Saturtny morning, Scott
said. That is when authorities
were f101 II1Cd Of his
disappearance.
Jones' description hag been
entered into a national missing
persons link. Scott said.
The •sheriff's department,
along with the Calloway: County
Fire-Rescue and DES, have
been searching the Hazel area
all weekend by vehicle.
•
Scott said Tennessee authorities have been notilied ot the
incident.

Gas prices
be in climb
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — At
least one official doesn't believe
it's mere coincidence that 'the rise
in temperature in Kentucky is
once again being matched at the
gasoline pumps.
"I've been in this business
since.1957, and it seems like
every summer the price of gasoline increases," said Don Satterly, executive director of the Kentucky,' Gasoline Dealers
Association.
".The major oil companies
decide they can make a_little
extra money this time of year and
raise the price, and the dealers
pass it on."
But Martha Johnson, a spokeswoman for Ashland Oil Inc., said
supply and demand are guiding
the price.
"The demand for gasoline_ is
up about 2 percent overr last year,
and supplies have been decreasing the past few weeks," she
said. "So- the price has gone up
some."
Earlier this year self-serve regular unleaded gasoline was selling for less than 95 cents a gallon
at some stations in Louisville, but
in the past two weeks prices have
risen to as.,much as S1.09.
• The most recent survey of gas
stations along the state's major•
highways by the Kentucky
American Automobile Association showed the average price of
self-serve regular unleaded at
S1.09 a gallon, compared with
SI.13 in both May 1991 and May
1992.
The average national price is
SI.13. The Southeast has the lowest prices, averaging S1.08, and
the West Coast has the highest.

Spending cuts may
lead to compromise
wAsitima()\ , \l„))
An
emerging compromise between
consersative Senate Democrats
and the Clinton administration
mei- spending cuts and energy
taxes is mt-reasing the prospects
for congressional approval of the
president's deficit-cutting -econimik- ran.
Sen. David Boren, a key obstacic to Clinton's economic package. owed a new willingness
Sunday to accept sonic form ol
broad- based energy tax with the
White House agreeing to additional spending cuts.
The administration quickly
ss !coined the (1klahoma senaI ,r's ,..Omments.
,
s‘,..riyi a eiicotiragetl
think
chance ol getting this package
done.'' said Budget Director
1 eon Panetta. who, like Boren,
..-Apoke on CBS' ''Face the.
Nation.-

-There is no sign ()I
Scott said.. .
If anyone has seen Jones
since noon Friday-, call the Calloway County Sheriff's Department at 753-3151 orcrimestop.
[leis at 754-9500 to remain
anonymous.

1 h e House approyed the
&tic it -reduction legislation, a
,onibmation of spending cuts and
1.1‘e• Iota line 504) bullion over
tiye sears, by a 219-214 vote last
'seek.

Sri

AMY VillIONtedger & Times photo
Antique bicycle enthusiasts
from across the nation flocked
to Hazel Sunday for the Mid
South Classic Bicycle and
Whizzer Motorbike Meet. Kenny Thomas, member of the
Classic Bicycle and Whizzer
Club, said the event drew a
good turn-out of both competitors and observers..
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II.TURN TO PAGE 2

OLYMPIA. Wash. LAP)
The jammed tables in the wiiihiss- less st.it
till ice gas
-Mute
testimony to the poet's lament
that the.. living go on -suffering
long after a war is over.
Stored in the room last week
were hundreds of MCIOCTII0s and
trinkets. left at the Vietnam War
Memorial here since it opened in
1987.
The items - - ranging from
books and a guitar to a Jinn Hendrix record album, a wreath oh
seashells-and letters to -the dead
--- are picked up regularly by
groundskeepers and kept at the
State Arehives.
The ciillection goes on displa‘
in the 'capitar 1itda
Memoriai
--tn ait e-idvitsit that mill
through
"Dear Lose: Next week would
have been -our 27th wedding'
anm.....rsary.'• began a letter lett
at the memorial ()cf. 10, 19XT.
'I have never stopped loving
you, never forgotten your sparkly
eyes and silly grin. I remember it
all. the good, the bad.- said the
letter, written in -a flowing hand
on yellow legal pape1.
s'I'm here now at the wall, at
the memorial, I went right to
your name - top ot block }1
how did I know to go there*.'
covered your name _with my hand
& held on, held on. Morris K.
James, Mine, my love, my hate,
love
my pain, guilt, sorrow
you still," the letter concluded.
Also on the tables were other,
less explicit testaments of love.
sorrow and loss: a white gear
shift knob, hats of all kinds: a

tea

111 TURN TO PAGE 2

Aspin honors war dead near Anzio

Uaii

Conservatise Democrats. .led
by Boren. hate threatened to
block the legislation in the Senate
because ot the energy tax and
what they consider instill icient
spending cuts.
But Boren said Stniday that he
sees "a lot oh room tor agree
mem" on the tax and spending
plait the Finance Committee
of
which he is a member
still
consider in the corning weeks.
The adnimistration signals on
spending and an apparent willing
ness to modify its energy tax
proposal ..tillpfON. the chances
by about 100 percent that were
going to he able to work out an
ag rielne III,' • Boren said.
lie cited adiong the reasons. tor
his new optimism Clinton's ckeision to bring Republican moderate David Gergen into the
White House as a senior counselor, and the president's willingness to scale back the energy tax
and increase spending cuts.
- With Clinton standing at has
side Saturday at the White House.
.Ckrgen told reporters he hoped to
•

Memorial Day
display recalls
those left behind

Lost In The Past

• TURN TO PAGE 2

NETTUNO, Italy (API Defense Secretary Les Aspin said
totib) that a carcfilly crafted pollc) must be in place before U.S.
and allied lives are put m icorlar(is ti, stem bloodshed in the lotYligoslavia.
In remarks at a MC111011/11 Day
wreath laying ceremony here.
Aspin recalled the tens oh thousands ol soldiers who died in the
World W.If II \ Hied assault
igasn•t \azi tortes on neJrby
\Irmo Reich
Irti2 troops
The erotand wh,
and IPA unknow Its Jfk.
%POI %Jed. resall, the ..k ritkes
required us beep Ivo:dons ails.:
It aho "reamed. UN that IN
Jetsnin 10 tiliallfhtt rosiletar. 1.4,,
Pk It on pc.o.smaliug px.os.
keep000gw 11•6•1•411111.01,4111 1%•1%

AFTERNOON — 50 CENTS

..

ROGER DALE JONES

•

sit 111 a nation qn make. one that
puts its t'ting Jet amewomen in
harm's waV he said.
'With,tlk problems of the lormei, Yugoslavia so pressing. we
must consult constantly to ensure
that J deliberate and carelull)
thought out polls), is in-mace to
help restore pease and slop the
..spin said
Hi. remarks caine in the cim
test 01 Litt week's NATO meet
mg in whit h the allies were metal%
le hi rs'ash agreement on how to
implement J new Western plan to
%tern the lighting in hosnia
The Balkan .orollost is closchi
rums; tor the
ROW
411.1**. tS And NATO Isoloes
lit• Jul

use

ON its 10111111M%
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"Eor these reasons. wtii5 Ii are
our
moral belirre being
solidarity must Pit' lUrtitUIJili
alt‘C and concrete. also in ihI
awareness that the Bosnian ,lists
ti it is not .bright tusickis utukr
t44111.4 threatens to spre.n1 thus
Ins rea sing danger. ruin arid
agooli) •
rk•Pils' its sivors•rati.so how
i,:ser. 11414 was no4
about Vie Inv power plan ttra4.11
up on " bashing i‘'ii to set up salv
/ones lot Slushitis l'he %fusion'
iesi 00% t'ItitlieIiI in ROsIS11.1
is-piled th, plan sJxin it will
ghcine, .14$,1-316,41,
steal:
Sc.olts hi keep their spitshs .4 Si,-

ki C•11101%
k
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New cases reported
in mystery epidemic
SAN1 A EL, N.M.(AP) — A small army of medical investiga
tors swarmed over a sprawling Navajo reservation looking for hues
to the cause of a mysterious epidemic that has killed 10 people and
‘ickened more than a dozen others.
Three more people were hospitalized Sunday with the flu -like dl'
two... which doctors -say usually strikes suddenly and can kill in a
of those
Oilicoak, said they arc checking 25 possible cases.
among Indians. Most Victims hired On Of near the Navajo resersanon straddling northwestern New Mexico and northeastern
;worm
Four people appear ID have resoxCfCd but dos loft sa) tho do
pftni.odc with ottibioiks
es
not know whether treatment
responsible
"'I ilon'tfknott that we call sax ssith ans
thart
dual, his felfhilikkd 4w survited PICk Just' aq w I141 \11 s hfl lir
Gary Simpson of the \o w Mesh ,. hc Alb
dull,
%cod

in

,.....poned sals.•• were found hi he 111•10..k.1 its lust.
one in- I otoradp
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Visit to Vietnam Memorial raises political risks

•

s

their families, add was a risky
Reagan and Bush also made
political move for adalready bat- private visits, as Clinton says he
tered president.
has done — both before being
On the one hand, it called elected president and since.
Many veterans welcomed the
attention to the controversy over
his efforts to avoid the draft, evi- Clinton decision to make a fordence to some that Clinton — 'mat Memorial Day address at the
then and now — can be shallow,
in Scruggs: who-ht, d
selfish and "slick."'But it. also
offered him the chance to bury commission that built the memorthe matter as a political issue. ial, said Cliinton's decision to
while helping his generation — attend the ceremonies was
and the country — come to grips "nothing short of courageous."
A CBS News poll released
with the anger and angst wrought
indicated that almost
Sunday
war.
by the
three out of four Americans
His appearance was the firs. believe it is appropriate for Clinfor 3 president at the Wall on
ton to take part in the ceremoMemorial .Day. although Presinies. Seventy-four percent said it
dent Reagan attended Veterans
was, 22 percent said if was not
Day ceremonies there and Presi- and 4 percent did not know or
dent Bush made an appearance on
failed to answer. Among veterFlag Day.
ans, 69 percent thought it was

WASHINGTON (AP) — President Clinton. who opposed the
Vietnam War and once thanked a
etentor for -saving me from the
*aft." faced the ghosts of his
youth by deciding to speak at the
Vietnam Veterans Memorial on
his first Memorial Day as
commander-in-chief.
"I can't run away," he said.
The president was speaking
during ceremonies tpday at the
black marble wall that serves as a
stark reminder of the thousands
of lives lost and a generation torn
apart over the Asian conflict.

•••

Ile also was visiting Arlington
Cemetery .and signing a proclamation' in honor of the 50th
anniversary. of World War II.
His speech at the Wall was
sure to anger some veterans and

Clear of the dratt in late 1969.
Clinton wrote a letter to 'his
ROTC commander and admitted
that he had not been forthright
about his objections to the ;Aar.
He thanked Col. Eugene Holmes
for "saving me from the dialtand said he had "written and
-As-a-student-Os-lord. Clinton • spEn ataiii5-iil:h-eif against the
had already been ordered to
war," including twice- in
report for induction when he
England.
joined the University of Arkansas
Clinton, then 23. he said he
ROTC program to get a deferwanted Holmes to understand
ment. He later gave up the deter"how so many line people fuse
saying it wasn't the right
ment
come to find themselves still los thing to -do when others sere• me their country hut loathing the
dying — but his risk of being
military, to whieh you and other
drafted already was greatly
goiad men have devoted years,
reduced. He was accused of pulllifetimes, of the best service you
ing strings, and left many ques
could give."
tions about his ellorts unan- The president was asked Saturswered during the presidential
day if he might phrase the letter
campaign.
appropriate and 28 percent
thought otherwise.
The telephone poll surveyed a
nationwide random sample of
1,184 adults Thursday through
Saturday. The margin of error
was 3 percentage points.

Three people trapped
after accident in cave

II Spending cuts...
with Clinton on Friday to go over
FROM PAGE 1
based on the heat content of a
of changes in the package
details
influence a shill toward more fuel — he insisted that 'some
would
that
be made during com,Spending cuts and fewer taxes in
kind of broad-based energy tax• deliberations.
mie
a
the administration's package.
in
included
be
- still must
Boren noted that Clinton had
compromise.
Sen. Sam Nunn, D-Ga., estisaid much the same thing in pu01Boren said he saw nothing in
mated Sunday on NBC's "Meet
ic Friday in Philadelphia and rild
princentral
administration's
the
the Press" that the Senate probthe president reiterated those
ciples, as described by Ptinetta,
would vote 60-40 against the
ably
assurances in a private telephone
"standing in the way of us reachpackage
the way it came out of
conversation.
fundamental
of
ing some kind
ihe House, but also said changes
While the administration is
agreement."
willing to deal, Panetta emphaHe said he had spoken to Clinlike's to he made in the Finance
sized that it continues to insist on
'
ton by telephone when the presion
"sonic basic principles" that the
dent was in Philadelphia on Fri- Committee — and still more
overcould
—
floor
Senate
the
package would have to include.
day and was assured that he was
of
Among them was a balance
ready to accept more spending . come his opposition and thow
Damconservative
other
enough
between spending and taxes that
cuts.
would still assure a S500 billion,
"That was even more impor- crats to secure passage.
deficit reduction over five years
tant to me, perhaps. than the Btu
Panetta said while some addiand not unfairly burden the poor ' tax," said Boren.
tional spending reductions may
and erderly.
Sen. Daniel Moyn,ihan, .be found to offset a scaled-hack
While Panetta suggested Some
we've got to he
energy, 13
D-N.Y., chairman of the Finance
flexibility on the Btu la* —, a tax
on virtually all forms of energy
Committee has said he will meet careful ... that we don't put it on

r

III Gas prices..
eg.
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Packer, an analyst with Runtheimer International, a
management-consulting firm in
Rochester, Wis., that specialtiesin travel and living costs.
Packer said he compared the
aserage price of self-serve regular unleaded in January and July
from 1982 through 1992. He
bound that in 1982, 1984, 1986
and 1991 the pricedropped in the
summer.
"There are just too many lactors that affect . the price of gasoline than just increased demand
I rom summer. driving,- Packer
said. "A slight shift in supply or
demand worldwide ... can upset
the balance." •
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the hacks of the most vulnerable
in our society."
:; While assuming a new willingWe" ss to accommodate. Boren still
said he would not accept an energy package that puts U.S.
businesses at an unfair advantage
against foreign competition.

Open Mon. thru Sat. at 4 p.m.
Hwy. 641 North • 753-4141 • Murray, Ky.
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The Clinton plan received no
support among House Republicans when it came to a vote last
week and most, perhaps even all.
Republicans are likely, to oppose
it in the Senate.
Senate Republican Leader. Bob
Dole said Sunday on ABC's
"This Week With Das id Brinkley- that he doubts the administration would go along with
deep enough spending cuts and
other changes to attract many
Republican senators.
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Police officer forced
to kill pet python
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•Othef Particulate
Matter

Rescue workers were using
chenueal heat along with blankets
and artificial heaters to keep the
sictinis alert and active, th: said.
The group began touring the
cave about 4:30 p.m. Sunday and
started to exit about three hours
later when the accident occurred.
The other group members
assisti-d the injured man up a 100
toot climb before he became
stuck in the passage. authorities
said.
Remaining behind with the
injured man was another amateur
and the guide.

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY

off
0%
20%-5
Selected groups of

$2995

!.! rees._

Read the classifieds

PINLIILRS-1. N.C. tAP) Police officers are trained to
handle life and death struggles,
but they don't expect 'to use that
training on their vet.
Pinehurst Police1 °Inca Scott
NI l. 1.cod was leedkig a chicken to
,tus 12-foot Bur ese Python at
/home when...The/snake went for
/ his hand instead.
The snake latched 'onto his
/
right hand and started to wrap
around his arm. 1-1 !hons kill their
prey hy %IVO;/ Mg IV
"I had to wrestle the thing to
keep it from getting to 1111 upper
hod)... he %jilt.
MO end said he didn't pank
With the help ol his r0011111131.•'.

/

.Secliment

Austin said the biggest concern
lor the three trapped people was
the threat of hypothermia•since
the temperature in the cave is 44

•New cases...

Spring & Summer merchandise

Removes

Services Department. The man's
haeiad.
,
d wound had been stabilized,
a nd medical personnel from Jewish Hospital were at the scene, he

plastic to soldier launching 3
The cave is about 30 miles
mortar. a cup full of marbles,
of Bowling Green.
niirth
religious mementos, service ribbons and medals.
Someone left an Army dress
blouse with the name tag
old -girl who collapsed at a gradu"Brady" pinned on it. Another • FROM PAGE 1
ation party Friday night and died
left.a Merle Haggard,tape. Someone else, a can of beer.
Insestigators were searching the next. day at an Albuquerque
David., Hastings.. the chief of
for an infectious substance, a tox- Ijospital. The oldest victim was
archival services, said about
ic chemical or some other cause, 31
Investigators from the state
been
1,000 mementos have
hut have come up with Aothing.
department, the University
health
conhe
may
placed at the Vietnam War
illness
the
say
They
memorial; a smaller version- ol
tagious, hut not highly contagious of New Mexico School of Medithe wall in Washington, D.C. All' since most family members and cine, the federal Indian Health
are saved, he said.
others who were in contact with Service and the -federal Centers
for Disease Control and PrevenOne that would he easy to n
victims have not developed it.
amid the clutter was a typewn en
Health officials said what tion were at work trying to idenpoem titled "Tell us Why" and
makes the disca4e — dubbed tify the cause, said state epidesigned by "Tracey Michael '5.''
unexplained adult respiratory dis- miologist Mack Sewell.
Workers were contacting fami"Please tell us how and Wily.
tress syndrome --- so difficult to
and friends of victims seeking
ly
They --sent our fathers to
escalates
it
that
is
treat
catch and
any. common element among the
Vietnam to die.
quickly.
Out pain, our cost,
-The early symptoms are cases identified so far: contact
Such a. little cost to you.
extremely non-specific._ _They're .among victims, _with, animals: or
You have your -war.
your basic, cold and flu symp- their parasites, pesticides and herYou have your ,pride.
toms,- said Dr. Jim Cheek of the bicides, herbal preparations, tradII it weren't for your war,
Indian Health Service. "We don't itional medications or travel.
Tissue and blood samples colknow whether .we have a" good
Sonic child's father might still
way to tell who's going to just lected were being sent to the
he alive.
have a regular/cold and 11.110's ('DC' laboratories in Atlanta for
going to go on to des. elop tests. Results are expected by.
midweek.
•
ARDS."
The New Mexico Health
Se‘eral people with -advanced
s)mptoms have been treated at a Department opened its investigadesignated isolation clinic at Uni- tion two weeks ago, hut it did not
versity Hospital in Albuquerque. become public until last week
when letters were sent to 2,500
The latest — and youngest
victim to perish Was a 13--vear- doctors.

Inc.

•Flust Particles

CAVE CITY. Ky.. tAPi -Three people remained trapped
today in a southcentral Kentueky
cave after one ol them tell 30
feet and suffered a head injury
Sunday. evening, authorities said.
The other three people in the
.six-member expedition got out of
the Buzzard Roost Historic Cave
about 7:3(1 p.m. CDT Sunday; but
the injured person became stuck
in a narrow passage leading Aim
of the cave, authorities said.
- The three people who exited
the cave contacted the Cave City
Fire Department, and rescue
squads frym southcentral Kentucky were assisting in the rescue
attempt this morning.
- The expedition consisted of a
guide and fuse amateur case
explorers who were not from
Kentucky.' but their hometowns
were not immediately knos.sn.
The injured man. who hit his
head on the rock floor, was not
wearing any protective head gear.
said Joe Austin of .the Barren
County Disaster and Emergen.

•Memorial...

mer," Stuckcr said. "It's nearly
impossible anymore to predict
gasoline prices. The normal
cycles ... have been changed by
new environmental rules and different gasoline standards for different areas."
in fact, the popular belief that
gasoline prices increase during
the summer and decline in the
winter is not true, said Peter_

FROM PAGE 1
averaging SI.20, said Dave
Stucker, spokesman for the Kentucky. American Automobile
Associatiiin.
• "Like last year. there is a large
supply of gasoline on hand, and I
would doubt that prices would
rise on average much more than
2 cents a gallon this sumanother
•

differently if he were writing it
today.
"Well, I'm 46 instead of 23,
so I.might writC it differently,"
he told The Washington Times.
"But I can't run away from
that letter. They were my feelings
at that time. And I do believe that
our puliu.y was wrong, but that
doesn't mean that the people who
were committed to the United
States and to doing what they
were ordered to do by the commander in chief weren't good
people.
"They were good people."
Clinton said.
In the letter, he called the
Vietnam-era draft "illegitimate,"
although it was 'justified" in
World War II "because the life
of The people was collectively at
stake,"

Hours 9 5

75.1 7657

girlIriend,-41e cut the snake with.a
knife. hut the 7-inch gash had no
effect.. ,
The toman retrieved one of
the Mc cod's guns and he was
able to shoot the snake in the
head. Only then was he able to
pr. the python off, about five
minutes after it •hit him.
McLeod said his hand swelled
to Ault the site of a softball. Hc
%ketti to the hospital, where doctors gave him antibiotics to guard
against infection..
When he returned from the
2 hours after
/
hospital about 11
Thursday's incident, the snake
still uasn'i dead. He took it
Its-hind his house and killed it.

Lexington Bound?
For Prroost dol Anal PM/ill 111 OM al Anentum
From ismer Hoar Mao os.

Glenda Culver Mazurka .Snilth'
Sprwieliet
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All Cars & Trucks In This Ad Are Below Invoice!

Toyotas (t)
Cost Less In Murray

1993 Storm
2 Dr.#5)R2rt Coupe
Automatic transmission, air ,
conditioning, AM/FM cassette, floor mats.

Relocation Sale Specials

90,659*

Open From 8:00 a.m.-8:00 p.m. M-F; 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. Sat.

Beautiful
Quasar
Blue Metallic

*

1993 Metro

Air
Bag

Larger &
Roomier

#746310
5 speed, air conditioning.

1993 Corolla

'6,888*
1993 Cavalier
2 Dr. Red

.8098
1 6 L 4-Cyr Engine, Air,
AURA Stereo Cassette,
Rear Window Defogger,
Halogen
headlamps,
Driver-Side At Bag. Re
aning Fabric Bucket
Seats. Mist Control Wipers. Auto Off Headlights.
Carpet Floor Mats

$17910
No Money Down

Sale Price $12,582

••Coala per.ent berea on 46 nton0, aimed ere we. fcol molts
pernerl fine ,en.Andaale socnrty deposol eve al lease rcepecr Ten
one 1.0..nao Ont•
SS 35320

•

n110

1.

#149780

All New
Larger
Truck

•

„

'7 999*

c° MIA AIL

*gas

1993 Prizrn LSI
4 Dr:
Sedan
#03002b

10P-4.

Automatic, air conditioning,
AM/FM cassette, power steering, power brakes & much
much more.

24 L 4 cy: eng no. ar
AM FM stereo cnrome
po .'"'" e 'ear Diz-oer
. .jar window, ;port
S
stroes Halogen head
lamps, tnp meter, ta
chometer. mud guards.
most cycle wipers. (Join
seats, carpeting, carpet
floor mats

*5318
3 0 L V-6 Engine, Air.
AM/FM Stereo. Metalk pair.' Rear AntiLock Brakes, cloth
Bench Seat, Digital
Clock,
Intermittent
Wipers.8 Ft Bed, Removable
Tailgate,
Carpet Floor Mats

45

L

Per Mo.

Sale Price $13,298

'00 wren ter e.
a__fl CeNee 0.. r

10 Available

V8 engine, automatic transmission, air
conditioning, power windows, power
locks, cruise control, remote electric mirrors, rear window defogger,full size spare.

11E R87*
941

ii

•

IIIMMIII1111111111111111111111111111111\

1993 Chevy Fuli
Long Bgv827F5)iCk30

4 Dr.
1993 LUmina
#116942
Beautiful gray metallic, power steering,
power brakes, automatic transmission
wioverdrive, V6 engine,60/40 seat,rear
window defogger, air conditioning,
cruise, tilt steering, power door locks.

Automatic transmission, air conditioning,
AMTM radio, 235 tires, bed liner. delay
wipers, power steering, sliding rear window, rear step bumper, power brakes

92,18
11 Others
In Stock
With Varied
Levels Of
Equip. & price
,

110601
Automatic, air conditioning, power
windows, power locks, tilt wheel,
cruise control, AM/FM cassette.

11111114*

sctaesnego,

re
termittent wipers, dual rear
mirrors driver's side air
bag

Sale Price

'10,111

1st Mini Van
To Meet All Car
Federal Safety
Standards

1993 Previa DX

113891
24 L Twin Cam 16 Valve 4
Cyl Engine Dual As AWFM
Stereo Cassette, Power We
dows Power LOdtS Power
Dual Mirrors Cruse Control
Tilt Wheel Front And Rear
Inwrmeent Wpers Dgrtal
Clock Rai Window Defog
wr Driver Side Air Bag Car
pet Floor Mats

*C074
22 L 4 Cyl Engine, Air,
Cruise Control,,AMTM
Stereo Cassette: Intermittent Wipers, Rear Window
Defogger, Tilt Wheel,
Fold-Down 60/40 Split
Rear Seat, 3-Way AdjustPer Mo.
able Front Seats, Carpet
Sale Price $15,156
Floor teats, Dnver Sde Air
Bag
time re u oe0.1.0re sea Fnt no* porarl we viet100
a_riodone

$ 500
Save

Sale Price $20,457

1993 Std. Bed Pick-Up
*7831_
iner.n
dertiut_xe4 paciynItergbu
2
AWFM stereo cassette,
power vented front disc
steel
brakes. styled
wheels, double wall cargo
bed, tie down hooks, one
touch tailgate ahd door
locks, mist cycle wipers.
fabric seats and carpeting

1993 Celica ST
Some L nits Nlay
Re Different
Than illustrated

82•75
16 1 4 Cyl Engine, A•
NOM Sono Cassino.
Toll Mal. Pm Savoy
Mudguards. Rivractab•
Halogen
Hvedlanlos.
/1106 Wimp. Fly
B06
Sew
cining G
Aar Window Dims,
Dower-Side km kg blue
money Mmes. Tads.*
vv. 0.111 Clack, Came
Aver

••• r rot mom is re ion• arta Resta KIM

Sale Price
Good Through
June 2

Ownir Salsiadian Rib Accoding L Consuhar Rea%

12,788*
1993 Corsica LT
4 Dr. Sedan

,Ofee3 ire eem Nr
-el
reyee0 in0m0,0nlie
mew Tam re mem este 0.004 II 'S.111'

thetdcnStates!
AutomoUbunwiitlaell Magazin ,
bile
Match 1993
p.

.

1993 Tercel DX

14264
Automatic, air, power
igitalMclocsktarieno
dAMiF

•

Or Lease For Only
$225.00” Per. Mo.

1993 Camry DX

4 Others
With Varied
Levels Of
E ul ment
re

,-....m64001111111,7

60 More
Pickups In
Stock WNarted
Levels Of
Equip. & Price

Save Up To

the best car

•

1993 Caprice Classic
Sedan
4 Dr. #100800

$ .500

1993 T100 Pick-Up

1993 4x4 DIX Pickup

$258N
Pet Mo.

Sale Price $13,917

vend en gg memos tonth we% amp, cast, of

00

$

109
Per Mo.

Sale Price $9,190

1993 Paseo
11.606
16L4Cyl Tven-Cam16V Enpnv Am, WV SW
rev Caseelle. Row Win.
dew Dew. 14slopn
Som.
Heallaffils.

voisop,hangmen's*
von. Rsdning OPP Son
34siv. Onwsw Side At Mg.
ivorkv, Cw0v now
Mite

Mods Ste APA

1217'
Sole Pries $11,76

T is one bora, MINI
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Miller to command band

.1 •
.
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Need auto insurance?
Check with us first.

Have A Question For
Your Congressman?

Ross
Insurance
Agency

Ask Congressman Tom Barlow

•

Jill Miller has been selected as
drum major for the Murray High
School Tiger Band's 1994 Season. This will be her second year
to command the band during
marching performances. Miller, a

Thursday, June 3 at 7 p.m.
Bank of Murray-University Branch (Downstairs)
United We Stand America

senior at Murray High School is
the daughter of John and Debbie
Millicr. Asked about her thoughts

6th & Main
753-0489

regarding the drum major position. Miller said, "I like leading
the band. It's exciting!" Director
John Strouble said, "We ha41 sevqualified candidates, but
eral
Jill's experience coupled with her

Read the classifieds

Galleries
all this and more...
-Sealy Posturepedic
Sleepers
-England-Corsair
-American Drew
-Stratolounger
-Universal
-Sealy
-Serta
-Franklin
-Style Line
-Bassett
-Hillcraft
-Fraenkel

•

•-ft
7,
1:
.

III

•___.

Imiew-aw-ii

w.

JILL MILLER

musicality secured the position
for her." Dilef.401 Beth Stribling
expressed that. "The Tiger Band,
members can be confident that
they will have a solid leader on
the field next fall."

`-•1'14"

•

MONTHS

Contract Bridge
wiftfk

Famous Hand

•36
To

INTEREST
FREE

West dealer.
Neither side vulnerable.
WEST
•K 1014 7 6 3 2
A K3
* KOS
*—

•

WEST
Ron Rubin
1+

With, Acceptable Credit

,—
Alektro

iiralPv11124-

orgeulgp-

7 Pc. Dining Room
.44.1544'

Loo
At This

•

Bea

vsi

No Money
Down!
With
Accept.
Credit

Silk
Tree
41•1••••

wawa
iki
4 Pc. Bedroom Suite

*

Plus...

161Ww‘S

eelse6

No Interest
For 3 Long
Years With
App. Credit

rAos4,0,1
,6 yk.%

Based on 24
Tax not Incl.
payment.
.

col‘ 0\066•30%'

063 co
93
IS* c0"
00-

te F
Farmhouse
armhouse
Table and

4 Chairs
otIvi

$I

99

'
••0
„v.
.
,
\A •
;

mo.
Based on 36 months.
Tax not incl. In payment.

..,4 I Ti"

Sofa and loveseat

eel
•••••=

.418I
•-

ff•rk;

S.

oole
S
V

am1111.-

Area Rugs

a

$299

‘
S 43,3:0°0%
6'x9'

A Pair of
Lamps

4 $1099

mo.
I.

36 mo. pay.

MO.

&di
411.0•

Stratolounger
Swivel Rocker
Recliner

•

Tax

EAST
4H.1.19
(47
• A 95
dlb K9753

u:AsT

Mike Ileckiir
2*
* .....
4
4•
4 NT
5
6• -•
6+
Most players — good. bad or indifferent — hid naturally rather than
• artificially. When they bid hearts
they usually have hearts. when they
bid clubs they usually have clubs.
and ,so on.
But in the top echelons of bridge
there are some pairs who employ
very exotic methods and hid suits
that have almost nothing to do with
their actual holdings in these suits.
Dile pair in this category, who
have been doing well in national
championships in the past 15 years,
are Ron Rubin and Mike Becker(this
writer's brother).They held the East West cards durink the Vanderbilt
-team-of-four championship in 1978
and got to six spades as shown:
By way ofexplanation. and not for
instructional purposes, here is what
their tads meant:
One Spade. Normal bid; it denies
more than 16 high-card piints.
Two Clubs. Artificial game-forcing hid. Asks West'to describe his •
distribution.
Three Clubs. I have a void in
bea-rts,diamondsorclubs,and
a rather freakistniand.
Three Diamonds.Tell me more:
Four Clubs. The void is in clubs.
My distribution is 7-3-3-0!(The number of steps taken over three diamondsdescribes West's distribution.)
Four-Diamonds. What are your
high-card values?
Four Notrump. I have 14 to 16
high-card points and five controls
(an ace is two controls, a king one).
Five Clubs. Where are your controls located?
Six Diamonds. I have controls in
all three suits and extra honors in
hearts and diamonds. (Had Rubin
been weak in any suit, he would have
bid five of that suit. Thus, if he had
he
heIdi AKxxxxx V Mx•Qxx
would have responded five dia-morals
After Mike iecker. who had made
four artificial forcing bids in succession. closed the auction with .six
spades. he was asked by South what
kind of hand West had indicated by
his fiV-e bids.[kicker wrote down that
he expected his partner to have:•
Kxxxxxx V AKx•

440r.

Interest Free
Minimum Purchase
Requirements
12 Mos.

$500

24 Mos.

$1000

36 Mos.

$1500

Tax not included
In monthly payments.

°77
4.11

Sealy**
Health Flex Firm
Twin Set
'4.97 mo.
Full Set
17.19 mo.
Owen Set
'8.31 Mo.
King Set

41.08 ma.

Sealy**
Comfort Rest ll

Plush Firm
'6.11
'8.03
'9.69

Twin Set
Full Set
Queen Set

'12.75

King Set

Sealy**
Natural Rest
Plush Comfort
Twin Set
17.78 mo.
Fue sot
'11.08 mo.
Quoin sot
'12.75 mo.
King Set

116.64 mo.

iippp•

Selections is pleased
announce
that
,ii ns hr e e
Jlarc
ntnanfIlit
to

Mullin.

Sale Hours
Friday & Saturday
9-5

"All lipeddling lined ea
suievanv assisseia.

WOODWFTEkS

Sundlly 1-5
Monday 9-6

*Tax not included in

payments

GALLERIES

has joined our bridal
registry by choosing
her crystal stemware
and accessories.
lageleakrilS
1111 a.teoll paw
1Ceman Ammo si
-
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WASHINGTON TODAY

Setting scene
lands official
in the soup

it

By BARRY SCHWEID
AP Diplomatic Writar
WASHINGTON (AP) — Peter Tarnoff, the undersecretary of state
for political affairs, was only trying to set the scene over chicken
salad lunch with about 50 diplomatii: reporters.
But he wound up in the soup. denounced as 'Brand X' by White
House spokeswoman Dee Dee Myers and had his remarks adjusted by
his boss. Secretary of State Warren Christopher.
''Those views are not consistent with my views," Christispher told
a gathering at the University of Minnesota on Thursday.
What Tarnoff did was describe the evolution of American foreign
policy in the post-Cold War age. He did it "on background," a device
used by iilticials with the consent of reporters who conspire to conceal
their identity.
The secret, of course, did not keep, as it almost never does when
officials say interesting things. The New York Times, whiebilid not
have a reporter at the Overseas Writers Club luncheon Tuesday, identified Tamar in Thursday's editions.
The Washington Post. which had two reporters present and splashed
Tarnoff's remarks anonymously on Page I Wednesday, named him a
day later by quoting the Times.
There was little that was new or \hocking in Tarnolfs-presentation.
In the Cold War era, the United States made all the big decisions for
the West about confronting the Soviet Union.
But 'after the December 1991 dissolution of the Soviet Union:.
America and the European allies had to deal with a wide range of
unprecedented problems, such as "ethnic cleansing" in the Balkans,
and are still feeling their way.
Without a bogeyman to aim at, they are unsettled and sometimes
divided about what to do in a given situation.
Tarnoff's misfortune was to make his appearance while the Clinton
administration was in the midst of a series of political embarrassments, ranging from a S200 haircut for the president to the hiring of a
distant relative to run the White House travel office.
On top of that, the package of proposals for Bosnia that Christopher
worked out last week with Russia, Frame, Britain and Spain had been
.criticized as too limited by leading members of Congress and dismissed entirely by the president of Bosnia. Alija lzetbegovic.
Tarnoff's description of power-sharing and a more limited U.S.
foreign policy was just another way of .saying the United States had
neither the resources nor the security imperatives to. be "the world's
policeman," as officials of the Bush and Clinton administration have
put it. But Tarnoll's timing was awkward, and the White House and State
Department - naoved quickly to dissociate the administration from wnat
he had said.
Christopher, in an Associated Press interview Wednesday, disavowed any inference the United States was in the process of Withdraw- tug from international problems.
"Our role is undiminished. I think our leadership is absolutely
essential," he said. "When our vital _interests are challenged or
threatened we will act unilaterally, if necessary."
Christophenxeinforced his point in other interviews. And Thursday,
in Minneapolis,' declared: "We do -not intend to forfeit our
responsibilities."
Tarnoff holds the third-ranking job at the State Department. In the
.Carter administration, he was Secretary of State Cyrus R. Vance's'
executive assistant. He headed the Council,- on Foreign Relations,'a
prestigious, New York-based research group, from 1986 until the start
of the Clinton administration.
Another former council president, Winston Lord, is the assistant
secretary of state for East Asian and Pacific affairs. Council members
are encouraged to think about the direction of U.S. foreign Policy and
the way the world is changing.
.
Vance described Tarnoff's credentials as "impeccable."
"Fie is one of the ablest and finest public servants I have had the
privilege of knowing andworking with," Vance said Thursday when
asked for comment. •'I respect him tremendously as an individual and
as a friend."
Christopher, who was Vance's deputy, has made no move to discipline Tarnoff. Richard .A.-Boucher, the State Department spokesman,
said Wednesday that' Christopher had "full confidence" in his
assistant.
Tarnoff, meanwhile, was unavailable for interviews.
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EDITOR'S NOTE — Barry Schweid has reported on U.S. diplomucy through the Nixon, Ford,(arter, Reagan. Bush and Clinton
administrations.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Murray should take pride in PSI
•

•

1)ear Editor
.1 guest of Laura
I had the pleastoe tit attending several es cots
Vatts())1C1 at the Prole•sional Se•retartet liriernalitiajt rpm slate
(onsen(ion held last weekend in %lima). I'm not .1 member of PSI
nut I do want 114 •.111 that people 01 Mum) Amid he proud to have
lor prote,sional
such J tine orgaiii/ation representing them The
hOuItt ts. highlighted in the \tunas PSI
The cons ention a• p1J1111e11 11% the %tunas I'S! .liapier. using oil
s ow se i lot al entertainment moie1 arrangenwnts and ti••1 pros ided by
lob' Sus h womkrlid %limas
businessesin Munn !hes did
arioi. %wake,. a)( onsume Ali-sander Anne Adams Hob alentine
PSI mem
"Aligh" and the 11141111kt 1 kept the kentucks
DT
1 /1 et 1.4() Inerh11411 from all ,sei the
hk•rs cm:named 41 •11‘ • sal • 1
state mended the soovieninba
*kat a V.tintk'II 1 Ul
Its room st as ihno/is-...yerih sIle%tission
%hulas or I oat ettremel) proud of out area and I nisi want 111 •J1
ILI1 4 .4 I n• PSI oral slow sotoostvis •ho su,uk %mall Ilk. ki .stion
•nted u• well
I...
jp41 Agee %nes ention Now reme
l'airAela Rots'
Miotas

Remember the true meaning
Amidst the smell of barbecue,
boats zipper -across the lake and
children playing barefoot in the
yard, I hope everyone will take a
moment, just one' briefmoment,
to remember why we have this
day off.
No,. it is not to celebrate the
beginning of fun in the sun.
It is to pay tribute to the men
young to know what was
and women who fought and died
happening.
Glory.
Old
under
The wounds were still too
Recently, I had an insightful
fresh
a few years later when we
conversation with a very old,
were covering wars in history
weatheced man. At least I thought
class. No one discussed Vietnam.
he was old. Later I found out this
Textbooks mentioned the "connice, quiet man with a faded tatflict- in passing.
too of a eagle on his right foreSo. for years, I wondered. My
arm and a deep scar on his neck,
never_ talked about.
__dad
was only 4-5,
changed the subject. Teachers
e met by chance. I was helpavoided the topic like the plague.
ing my .clad at work one day and
But not Danny. Danny, with
Danny came in and asked about
sad eyes and a scruffy beard, said
some parts. While trying to locate
it. was horrible. The worst,
what he needed. I came to learn
was not the blood, heat,
though,
the
and
war,
veterans
more about
mosquitoes, disease or homesickmeaning ot Memorial Day than
ness. It was the homecoming.
any testbook. could ever teach.
I've seen - television clippings
1966.
old
in
He was IS years
of the protesters.
In I')(i7. he said he telt as if he
Danny said it was worse than
were 100.
'He said America tried to
west
that.
trout
guyThi: young
make up for what it did to its
Kentucky had seen it all. Ile saw
Vietnam vets with Desert Storm.
the killing of enemies and bud"Too little, too late," was all
entire
and
homes
.saw
dies. lie
he said.
v &ages destroy ed. Ile )a)14* true
devastation. While it may be too late to
mend fences, each year we get a
Yet he survised, unlike so
chance to say "thank you."
many of his pal:.
I want to let the survivors of
Mv generation was not a part
of the Vietnam Era. We were the the men and women who never
kids our fathers lett behind -- too came home know how much I

respect their 'used on,•,
I'd like to say "thank you.- not
only to those 'brave melt and
women who served so well and
in Vie.iit.iiii, but to 'all
men and women ))lit) hat,e been a
sntilPnr1.1t:r(11:1 our am iiied to, es
'
I appreciate what you do. I
acknowledge the tact that on
have_ a_ dd 'cult rob )
. -et yonlrecly choose to. do that rob.
Danny said every sear on this
day he will let himsell remember
all ol his buddies. Sonic he held
while they took their last breath.
On the other
dass. he tries to
forget their laces, it is still too
painlu I.
When he at do\A II mid
about the lighting. he had a
dreamy., storms look about Imin.
Ile smiled some. Ile got a little
mists, too. •
:s.rls: heart broke V. Ilh ak'll
‘‘,d
did America act the
dal!
Danny said It W. as
t
'
didn
understand. Ile said the
'hOs. were like no other decade.
Thought proceS-ses were
tie is still bitter ii he lets hun
Why

it

sc•It be that 11.11 lie tries to 11.1
)0(1 about what - he did Once, he said, a little Vietnamese girl was trapped under a big
pole Rom a !alien house. The %Alhee was burning but he and
.wother guy were able to hit the
pole St) the girl could be pulled
out.
He said he carried her tor ses
era,
hack to .1‘ riteiht..11
station
The little girl'.
‘s ilk huge
brown eyes and a less irc.kles
will
sprinkled a¼ toss her k
Ile)el" be erased twin his nicin
ory. Danny said.
Listening to Danny 's -tor
made me think that my gensla
Dc—in needniore elwc Awn
We've led the pampered Isle.
Some -college )0014:01) pro
tested against Deseit Skim
Some didn't es en know we were
at war Some still don't know it
happened
We are the hu(tl,. ot this ;owl
try Our !went) Mkt !1.1a.111.1rerils
:Ire depending on us
Perhaps sse should all take a
moment to think about our past
instead ol worts
Hifi, h
about the inture •
ft 'ti,
Without our s elk'
tlttise %.110 tlied light111 311‘l tIm
11111.4 13111e th41111/4'. 11. 1eft! 110111d 1•,*
he
It Is 1111Ie ste ,1.10
1.0011)!
t1,11 %SC
li,is i
and he thankhd
and it.'s•pe.111tri. itt Ow.; st tit,
pros tiled it

'GET A LIFE,KID!

Picking the session's carcass
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — In
the end, the _General Assembly
special session on health care
reform did little to advance the
cause of reforming the health
care system. If anything, the
opposite happened.
What it did demonstrate was
the difficulty that the legislature
has, as an institution, dealing
with complex, divisive, di
more
issues. Things can he cv
chaotic when there is no clear
directUm from an acknowledged
leadership — either among legislators or from the governor's
office.
And it also showed the kind of
influence that can be wielded on
difficult issues by well-financed
lobbying efforts that include local
pressure, as hest demonstrated by
the success of the Kentucky Hospital Association.
Al the end ol the session, as at
the beginning, Gus. [Demon
Jones was portrayed as the hero
and the goat
''We came here 10 fe101111
health care. We tame here with a
twits good plan," said Itep. Paul
Ala.iin. 0-Whit...burg. "The
gosernot gave Ms a Nell) $110dplace In tlaft and we Weil to do
that"
,bar ium,.
Other% vowel m
"The people (thin t send us
kW, Ilk' go)et MIN did and use'
ow said we welt* reJ41N it' dea l
41 Ow. point said
with th••
los Susan lotus, I) I,.u.ss ale
huts.. *anted it,. s, ssiors 114 he
libs% k gowning J• he,.,, Iles 111 kcn
Jti 111. 11,411% 411 114
t
li 1

Mark R. Chellgren ,
An Associated Press News Analysis
enacting true ealth care reform.
ealth care
one would h
• s would he concovera
trolled. Jones' place in history
would be assured.
Simply put, the political
groundwork for that kind of construction had not been laid.
or
Whether that is Jones'
simply a reflection of a general
lack of public consensus on the
issue is debatable.
That leaves open ,the question
(il why the legislature was unable
to do anything more than enact a
replacement provider lax 10 save
$630 million foe Medicaid. And
even on that, legislators tell to
sniping and infighting.
Admittedly, health care idiom
may simply have been too big for
the General Assembls
The scope iii the task and the
sheer dollars and influence it
eneendered. tan he demonstrated
h%
the interest among %pet 1.11
interests th the end 01 the se.
•hin there were 1-1/4 lotst‘sist•
registered to represent 1
tiffs'
Irom the \animal
rent entities
Assos unto iii Inskiwnitc-iit Imtir
.1. to th.•
%%tap Nike%
%or. and Net
Indian% it apfiCaNtl th.iiilw

army of lobbyist, representing
bilsiness- interests won the day.
They effectively killed any 'talk
of a paylliTT tax. much less a
requirement that employers provide insurante Is their SA orkcr.
Admittedly, the thiliQyhase
work all that hard to persuade
legislators to he atminst a tax
increase.
-In the end. it was the clout ol
hospitals that was really- shown
acute care hospi
There arc
wiling to the
tals in Kentusky,
•••14,[alum
10
/111Villtal
Kentus ks
as 1311. are_howo
There 'are
jss oolong to the
WI. umt Kentut
sit Medic aid
Department
state
Sers ices
That simple disaereement osor
numbers reflected the,ease with
whi‘h conflicting and sow:mist
ror) ligure• were iNssed J0110141
spent si'20
HOSpilial• said
million on caring lot peogik who
)•.11 The %taw
toukkil
%aid that k an. actital4 •144/1 %NIX•
Lii Sill mill1011.
the might pa)
percent
S224, milhon seal J
mos ids I i.,t A legisl.stis. soak
said itt. Rambo might Pi \ 1 1

that seemed to mailer were the
ones that soled to give hospitals
5I21) muillutin ot the tax proceeds
lor indigent care. In the end,
those 109, of 105. hospitals
flexed their muscles: Their admihistrattir called legislators Their
emploces did the- same
Hospitals would close, dies
warned. People would he l.iicl otl.
they tried
Leg,islatois listened, and soted
It did not seem to matter that
the hospitals are
Itir the spiralling •OA ill health
C•Lire. or that those hospital) 'are
huge dram on the system as it
currently. operates
Sen. Benny /CI
Hindman, pointed out that hospitals' as crags' ilet1111:1111/4 s in Ken may is mime% heft: 3114)111 4-0 per
the)
51/
10
Cm
t 011e)10 el) !rude s tilt) misullicin
last )eat I hose figure) .11 le.1)1.
drew little debate
Ironically. at the eng. Jones
didn't es en us to lead the debate
administration sec reds hoped
that the pros tiler tat v.0111)1 WI,
therein puttme some lissal pre,
sure on legislators to j4,1Ujil
1C1111r1 later this seam hum .1 pet.IA
•e%•14111 11I take up the iclorm
uni..\•sinitioss
%hi mit it is hole motse I an c%en mom% het dui a
:h:
will hk. held On.
e
we% sal session
viliac is
.
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Hospityl gives report
Four newborn admissions and
.af Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Thursday.
May 27, have been released as
follows:
•
Newborn admissions
Frizzell baby girl, parents, Michelle
and Kenneth, P 0 Box 61, Springville,
Tenn .
Ellegood baby boy, parents, Kimberly and Gary. Rt 8. Box 524-2.
Mayfield;
•Hamby baby girl, parents, Rachel
,and Kevin. 1484 Glenwood Mill Rd..
Cadiz.
Swayne baby girl, parents. Pamela
and Robert, Rt 3. Box 562, Sprinswil- _
ie, Term
Dismissals
Wiliam A. Rhodes. Rt 4, Box
213-A Murray. Robert Bazzell, 605
South Ninth St , Murray: Francis X
Shea Rt 6, Box 267, Murray.'

•

Ws Edna Tucker, West View Nursing Home, Murray; Mrs. Martha A..
Morris. 509 South flth St., IlAuTray J.C. Dunn, p013 South 18th St., Murray;
Bobby Joe Butler, Rt. 2, Box 120.
Murray; Mrs. Kathy Kaye Alexander,
Rt 2. Box 129-A, Murray; Mrs. Laura
Crouse, Rt. 2, Box 276, Murray:
Ms. Bevlyn Kay Satterwhite, Rt. 5,
Box 790, Murray; Mark A. Epps, 114-A
Walnut Crt., Benton; Mrs. Teresa
Chiles, Rt. 9, Box 507-E, Benton;
Clint Adam Moryl, 107-A Walnut
Crt , Benton; Mark Anthony Jetton. Rt.
7. Murray; Mrs. Lea Ann Crawford and
baby boy, Rt. 4. Box 465-1. Mayfield;
Mrs. Dorothy Nell McClure, 313
South 10th St., Murray; David Hightower Jr.. 506 South Sixth St., Murray;
Mrs. Dawn Renee Henderson and
baby boy, Rt. 7, Box 473, Benton.
Expiration
Mrs. Ruth Hardin. Lakeland Wesley
Village. Benton

•I.......•*•
•

elkfre,

We have over 147
choices of wedding accessories. Make your
own or we'll custom design anything your heart
desires.

die(bri

Lori Ann Davis and
Andrew Corbin to marry

Heather Jo Oldham and
Robert William WestphaLto marry

Davis and Corbin vows Oldham-Westphal vows
will be said on June 26 will be said on June 26

Wedding Plans?
#.•

. Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Davis of Madison‘ ille announce the
engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter. Lori Ann
Davis, to James Andrew (Andy) Corbin, son ot Ms. Andra Corbin of
Madisonville and Jerry Corbin of Hanson.
.
The bride-elect is a 1989 graduate of Madisonville-North Hopkins
High School. She is currently enrolled at Murray State Lniversity in
the Teacher Education Program.
The groom-elect is a 1987 graduate of 111N1111S and a 1993 graduate of Murray State University, attaining a Bachelor i)I Science - in
Business Education.
The wedding is planned for Saturday. June 26, at 4 pin, at Liberty
Baptist Church, Highway 85 East, Madisonville.
A reception will folkm the ceremony at the Madisonville City Park
Clubhouse.
All friends and
Mel are invited to attend the wedding and the
reception.

Dixieland Shopping Center • 753-1142

SAVE Si0.00
Regular

$14.95

Now Only

Mr. and Mrs. William J. Oldham of Princeton announce the
engagement and forthcoming marriage of their daughter, Heather Jo
Oldham, to Robert William Westphal, son of Mr. Snd Mrs. Ronald NI.
Westphal of Murray.
Miss Oldham is the granddaughter of Mrs. Mary Odell Hopper of
Princeton and the late Herman E. Hopper, and of Mrs. Tylene Oldham
of Princeton and the lifte Pollard Oldham.
- Mr. Westphal is the grandson of Mr. and Mrs. Don Diers of Fontanelle. Iowa, and the late Ralph McMurphy, and-of the late Mr. and
Mrs. Jack Westphal of Bridgewater, Iowa.
The bride-elect is a 1989 graduate of Caldwell County High School.
She graduated from Murray State University in May 1993
. with a
degree. in Early Childhood Development.
The groom-elect is a .1987 graduate of Murray High School and a
1992- graduate of Murray State Univeriity. He is, employed by Apex
-Engineering, Calvert City.
The wedding is scheduled for Wu
- rday, June 26, at 7:30 p.m. at St.
Leo's Catholic Church, North 12th and Payne Streets, Murray. ,
A reception will follow the ceremony.
All relatives and friends are invited to attend the ceremony and the
reception.

95

JO'S DATEBOOK

w n coupon
go
pdan S2 95

(Reg. $14.95)

Stbng lee

.2) 5< 7s* (10) Wallets and 18 Mini-Portraits
'app,
ox
4^

Ste

fo

ohotogfaohe, ,
,
or mceaded on Ore advertised Mier Poses lot
se.ec ffoo
or your cnace or background kora 'evade props welcomed LIMO one
• •,
rf Up to .4y aorekronal POWS taken for rpfoonaf poroaft ecaksehon min no cebegatron
fl uernors under age ye 'nest be accomparked Dy a parent) Groups 'folded to 6
,,er
!WO438 59:15)

Shooting Days/Dates: Thurs. thru Mon., June 3-7
Photographer Hours: Daily 10:00 a.m.-7:00 p.m.
Sunday 12:00-5:30 p.m.
AGFA.
Hwy. 641 North, Murray

VI

JACQIJOT SPEAKS H Ruth Jacquot of the Center for F.nsironmental Education at Murray State University. left, spoke at a
recent meeting of Calloway County Homemakers Council. She discussed the local problems of recycling. the need of a drop-off pace
and a good market. She said many persons are composting now.
Pictured, from left. Jacquot, N'inita Winters, Vanda Gibson and
Betty Kirkenmeier, council officers. The Homemakers will have ii
council meeting on Tuesday. June 1, at 10 a.m. at Holiday. Inn. All
officers, members and interested persons are urged to attend.

WAL*MART PORTRAIT STUDIO
Bring In any lower priced advertised offer and WELL MATCH IT
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Joseph and Wyatt named
HENDERSON, Tenn. - Two
Joseph of Murray; and Joy Wyatt,
local students have been placed
a communication major, daughter
on the Dean's List of Freedof Mr. and Mrs. Larry Wyatt of
Hardman. University for the
Almo.
spring semester.
To be named to the list, a fullThey are DeShawn Joseph, alf-lItife '11u'&dr-rwirsr naintain a
arts and humanities major, grade point average between 3.3
and 3.99.
Mrs. Jerry
ltattornier -of Mr. and

•
.1:
•••••••......
......
.•, •
e
..t......

Local students nconed
PADUCAH - Dr. Jerry Hinton, dean of student services.
announced Paducah Community
College's Dean's List for Spring
1993.
The list of 266 names included
the following - in this area:
Greg K. Duncan, Almo; Stephanie L. Smith, Dexter; Stacy R.
Haynes, Mark H. Hurt and Sheila
A. Sowka, Hardin; Abby P. John-

son, Kirksey: Kevin D. Griggs
and CharMaine W. - Lamb.
Murray.
PCC, as part of the University
of Kentucky's Community College System, recogniies academic
excellence by naming to the
Dean's List full-time (12 semester hours) students who have
earned an overall semester gradepoint ,average- ol 3.5 or better.

Jo Burkeen
Murray Today editor
The Murray -Callimay County S%sim Team still have its first,
practice at the pool in-the ('an Health Building, Murray State Unisic.rsity. This will be Tuesday morning. June 1. at 330 a.m. Members_ arc
asked to note the change in place for the practice. Late registration at
a cost of 510 per person will still be taken Tuesday morning.

-Single-s will Meet,Tuesday
- Singles Organizational Society (SOS)-will meet Tuesday. June

1, at 7
p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce building. Murray
Fire Chief Pat Scott will be guest speaker. "Baby, Don't Light That Fire- will
be the theme of the program by Chief Scott. SOS is a nonprofit, nondenominational, support,and social group for single adults, whether always single,
separated. divorced or widowed. For more information call Pamela at
753-7638 or Jeanne, 753-0224.

Southtvest Committee plans meeting
The Curriculum Committee of Southwest Calloway Elementary School
Site-Based Decision Making Council will meet Tuesday. June 1, at 5:30 p.m.
at the school All members and interested persons are invited.

Free tests will be given Tuesday
Free blood pressure checks will he given Tuesday. June 1, from noon to
2 p m al Murray Seventh-day Adventist Church. This is a free service of the
church

Bereavement meeting Tuesday
Bereavement Support Group will meet Tuesday, June 1. from 4-30 to 5.30
p m in Education Unit. Classroom 2, third floor, Murray-Calloway County
Hospital For more information contact Nancy Rose. Hospice Director, at
762-1399

+ Grand #
Opening
Celebration!

- LOOSE CHANGE.
•

Easy on you. That's our Catio
. Therm* perm. Easy on your hair,
.
'• easy to fix every morning, and now,
is easy on your budget. For a limited
time',•little loose change w111-114
you a change for the better. Just
1143.te for perms and relexors.
For the salon nearest you,
cal11-800-542-5886.
*C. Nit

*MN yet/ *Cal toben kw

Murray's Exclusive
%Bridal Registry
Dixieland (Tenter on Chestnut St
Ancr Hour* P%
Mon Fri , 10 to s
Appoonimivnt
7113-IMMI
-

Calloway County Middle School Site-Based Decision Making Council will
meet Wednesday. June 2. at 515 p.m. at the school Marilyn Willis, principal. urges all members and interested persons to attend

Driving Course planned
An AARP 55 Alive-Mature Driving Course will be offered on Friday, June
U,from 5p-m-- and Saturday, June 12-, from 9-a.m. to 1 -orm-.. This will
be sponsored by the Delta Department of the Murray Woman's Club. Participants must attend both sessions to receive cernticates. Both Spouses 55
or over must take the course to qualify for automobile insurance reduction
Cost will be S8 for each participant. Instructor for the course will be Dr Ruth
E Cole Application forms may ,be secured at Calloway County Public
Library Registration will close Tuesday. June 1

TOPS will meet Tuesday
Murray TOPS Club. Kentucky 134, will meet Tuesday June 1 at F i•st
Presbyterian .Church. Main and 16th Streets. Murray Weigh ins begin at 6
p m and meeting at 7 p m TOPS (take oft pounds sensibly I is an intiona
tional non-profit weight control program and support group For further onto,
!nation call 759-9964

,Bingo games

Tuesday
Bingagames, sponsored by Knights or Coiumbus * t b. Tuesday June
1. at 7 p m at he new KC Building on SOW. sat Road betereeft South
Jotrnny %bonsai, Road and Oaks Rpm! The doors *nil open at 6 p i'n

Coffee Break Tuesday.
A-Coffee Break will be at Marlon's Chap& United Itiethodset Church on
Tuesday June 1 at 9 30aiTi This **Oily *wont is to' all rttire•1•41 persons
*he meet "for 844, shads and refreshments

JCPenney &Ong Sakai
Monday-Tuesday-Wednesday 10-8;
_Thursday & Friday 9-8,
Saturday 9 6, Sunday 1-5

For all Bridal Registries during
the month of June, "Selections"
will give a 5 piece place setting oftheir chosen china
stoneware pattern. Come by or call for details.
Register for a Lead Crystal Vase
458 Value) to be given away the
end of June.

CCIVIS Council meeting Wednesday

NO Appointment
Necessary
Call 759 9811

Parents Anonymous Tuesday
The local choler or Parents AnOrlyMOUS has Cgaiipie es meeting fro,••
•••on
"-bay 10 Tuesday Of oach week Th. Frio•bne olll Nan
ma* sskininabOn c0010
! i• itaf‘o •

a

,r-

•

•;

•
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Neelon speaker
at Presbyterian
Church dinner

CALENDAR
N1onday, N1ay 31
Single -Isuif7 p m./1. iiiversity Church ot
Christ parking 1.4 to go to Br inn home for
lawn party. Info/Wynnona„ 753-7545, or
Celia, 753-6075
Bingo/Water Valley Volunteer Fire
Department/6 30 p.m./Water Valley Com•
munity Center
AA and Al•Anon closed 'discussion
mectingits p m./.American Legion Building, South Sixth and Maple Streets.
1nto/753-5136 or 435-4314.
First Christian Church events Include
Boy SCOW Troop 77g. 30 p.m. and Worship Committee/7 p.m
Memorial Baptist Church events include
Puppets/8 pm.

THE

M,..jLutm,

TREASURE HOUSE
OF GIFTS
Southside Shopping Center • 753-6798

DAILY SHIPPING
& U.S. POSTAL
SERVICE
M-S 9:00-5:00

.GDf We are prquato use.)(7D,
recycled newsprint.

Pictured at Mother-Daughter Banquet of First Presbyterian
Church were, from left, Grace McArthur, Alida (rases and Ann
Neelon.

s

Shop Saturday 10-9 Sunday 12:30-5:30 & Monday 10-6

* FOR WOMEN *

* FOR MEN *

*FOR CHILDREN * *FOR THE HOME*

25% TO 50% OFF

20% OFF

SALE 6.99

ALL SWIMWEAR FOR JUNIORS
AND MISSES

SAVE ON ALL TEAM APPAREL

ROSS' BOXY TEE FOR GIRLS 7-14

Sale 24.99 Reg $40. 1 piece swimsuit
Sale 27.99 Reg $42 1 piece swimsuit

SAVE ON HUNT CLUB' CASUAL
SEPARATES FOR MISSES, PETITIES
& WOMEN'S SIZES

2 FOR $3011 purchasedshort
walk

separately, $20 ea. Misses twill
2 for $20 If purchased separately, $12 ea.
Pocket t-shirt

30% OFF
MEN'S & WOMEN'S SUNGLASSES

25% OFF

Reg $10

SAVE ON ALL DOCKERS'
SHORTS FOR MEN

Si. picas ~MI //cup May Ste

SALE 6.99

NOW 21.99

NEW MOVES' SHEETING
SHORTS FOR GIRLS 7-14 Reg

Men's Dockers' pleated twill shorts
awe.. Irmo As* 2611
Sin

$9

SALE 12.99 Reg

18 00

ST. JOHN'S BAY.SHEETING SHORT

SALE 2 FOR $12

NOW 27.99

ALL REGULAR PRICED 7.99
INFANT & TODDLER DRESSES

LEVI'S' 5501m HEM BOTTOM SHORT
FOR YOUNG MEN

Salo 2 for $12 Reg 7.99 each
Brook Lindsey' sundress

If purchased separately, $21 each

pncas Gooch* nrcuip My st.

INTRODUCING THE NEW SMOOTH
TOUCH" ULTRA FORM' SHEET
Will be 8.99 New deeper pockets to fit any
mattress Other sizes also on sale
Sale [mei gleam luau, July Wt.

SALE 29.99

2 FOR $32
HUNT CLUB' LOOSE FIT DENIM
SHORTS FOR MEN

SALE 5.99 TWIN

Si* unto elletrive Wimp May Pal

Salo plus ireeriva /Tour Juno IMP

SEMI-ANNUAL LINGERIE SALE
BRAS, BRIEFS, BIKINIS & DAY1NEAR

S.A.-L•E

Si. puom silscave INcuir May 31.1

ALL FABRIC HANDBAGS & TOTES

25% TO 33% OFF

SALE 9.99
OKIE DOKIE* SHORTALLS
.. FOR TODDLER BOYS Reg $13

TWIN

SMOOTH TOUCH'SOLID COLOR
COMFORTER
Reg $50 Other sizes also on sale
Si* pncea ..11mOr• lump July 1011,

Si. ...dudes Jockey' input*

Callinsay County Public Library will be
closed lor Memorial Day holiday.
Farmer's Home Administration office
closed today .
('allow ay County Courthouse offices will
be closed She re14-7-s-c.ftpocMurray City Hall will be closed for
Memorial Day holiday.
'Murray State Unisersity Administrative
°tries .closed today.
Tuesday, June I
Calloway County Genealogical Society/4
p.m/Annex of Calloway County Public
Library .
Alpha Mu Chalper #4760 of ESA/7
p.m./home of Dorotha Bailey.
West Kentucky Allied Services, Inc
public meeting/7 p in./board room ot
Weak' Center.
Story Hours will not be held today at
Calloway County Public Library
Murray Optimist Club/6:3
p iii /14.mi-iliac.: Restaurant.
Kentucky-Barkley Like Bass n' Gals/7
p
Calloway County Homemakers'
Council/10 a.m./Holiday Inn.
Hazel ('enter/open ID -a.m.-2 pm./.1or
senior citit:lis• activities.
Weak% Center/open 9 a.m.-4 p.m./for
senior citiiens.; adisities.
Alcoholics Anonymous/open meeting/5
pm /.American leg .n Hall, South Sixth
and • Maple Streets, Murray
First Rapti* Church events include
General W‘lt. meeting/9 311 A.m . Dororhy Group with .NlIene Knight/11 a ni.
Kaitih.cmi Jones Group with I oven:.
%Osamu': p to
IlandslIti Ail
(* WI' II and Friendly
a in lust Chrl•11311
Flrftt t silted NIaltesdist Church esents
iftc.tti&- t'MW t Asstd.., Councr114-arro
Nlerya, Slate I roisersity slimmer session
fiegiri•
of
Racer Golf Classic to bench' Mac,.
Athletics/I 11. pm !Miller Memorial Gott
Course Into/762 WO
Scoullin Mu•cum'open o
park also open
am I So p m .
•t•ily
Land liclineett Ilk Fakes esemul. 111,1144.
!• I I a ITI and :
PlanCIJIIUM %h....
cm %rotor Conic Ir..n in4u,irs 1.1 Lii
et, •• •4 I In pa flioneeplact
14..C•

At s A AUTO
RENTAL
I(

20%-25% OFF
MISSES CASUAL TOPS
AND BOTTOMS FROM
CABIN CREEK'

NOW 29.99

SALE 7.99

LEVI'S' 550TM BLEACHED DENIM
JEANS FOR YOUNG MEN

BUGLE BOY" LOGO T-SHIRT

NOW 22.99

15%-25% OFF

HAGGAR" SAILCLOTH
SLACKS FOR MEN

ALL TERRY ROBES

Ilya* May 31st

Salo moos

SALE 2 FOR $14
JUNIOR MIXED BLUES' RIB TANK
Reg. 7.99 each

SAVE ON OUR ENTIRE LINE OF \N
HEUSEN' SPORTSHIRTS DURINt
VAN HEUSEN' WEEK

NOW 18.99

2 FOR $16
JUNIOR SOLID COLOR BIKE
SHORTS If purchased separately. 999 ea

Van Heusere 417 short sleeve woven Wen(
sponshin for men
Salo mull shaft Mrs* May 3111

FOR BOYS Reg 899
Sale 7.99 Reg, $10 Body Glove'basic t-shirt for
boys
Sala 7.99 Reg $10 Ocean Pacificat-shirt for boys

SALE 9.99
SALE 7.99
Sale 9.99 Reg $12 Apparatus' canvas
shorts for boys
Sae MY= Mamt• ll/cuf May 3110

MEN'S POC,K ET POLO SHIRT

ALL BOYS' & GIRLS'
SWIMWEAR, $12 AND UP

25%-33% OFF

Idaplasip aiwatkiasor
rIk
bye Snap

.
JLIPlimpt

mais. laarre

••
~es

I CO

BATH
Reg $.8

Sale 449 Reg $6 Hand tow&
Sale 2.99 Reg 3 50 Wash cloth
Salo man &Wire Iv ougt, afry ice

sae piciorator troop

May 31s1
odulb. edam & War sus

SAVE ON ALL REEBOK', NIKE',
AND USA OLYMPIC BRAND
ATHLETIC FOOTWEAR FOR
THE FAMILY
a usA
0.•v.,31.1
sop.lp %be
boo gas. aiso

SAVE ON LUGGAGE FROM
AMERICAN TOURISTE91
& MORE

SALE 34.99
Rag. 845. American Tourister• 4000 tote
Salo 49.99 Reg $65 American Tounster•
4000 taffy On
Salo 84.99 Reg $110 American Touristee
4000 29' pullman
Sala 89.99 Reg $120 American Tuuristee
4000 garment bag
Saki 99.99 Reg $120 American TOW'S!..."
4000 Easylurn 26' putlman
Si. loom a. Iwo ar •'wear'

Wm"

AU. MEN'S SWIMWEAR

AA mew

IT]

Ile.* Park 111111111m1.1111 We all site Om.Vim ailip
my at map ail awn fass.anal alsoft Mei
IMOMMO
las pea aw wear pose amumaraimisa 811111000
okoll wow na moms own.0 ova.sown a
somilft Malholow.a a
sow
.09.0.0 awes he um.
•MIMISMIle
IMMID

Aliy

APPARATUS' VARSITY
SHORT FOR BOYS Reg $10

If purchased separalery. 8.50 each

SAVE ON ALL NIKE', REEBOK',
AND USA OLYMPIC BRAND
ATHLETIC FOOTWEAR FOR
MEN AND WOMEN

Si* ;Pops alMoye twcur

JCPENNEY BATH TOWEL

ALL STERLING SILVER
JEWELRY

St. JOHN'S BAY' VERTICAL
STRIPED PIQUE SPORTSHIRT
Rig $24

FORTREL PLUS' PILLOWS
Sof1, medium or firm Other sizes also on sale

SALE 5.99

25% OFF

ALL CITATION'
JEWELRY

STANDARD

Reg $12 Sale prices effective through May 31st

2 FOR $14
SALE 16.99

SALE 5.99

APPARATUS" BIG SHIRT FOR BOYS

40% OFF
50% OFF

I

*sii.
S.

MONDAY, MAY 31, 1993

Beth Below, chairman of the
Mother-Daughter Banquet for
First Presbyterian Church of
Murray held at Holiday Inn, welcomed 33 mothers, daughters and
friends on Sunday, May 9.
Atida - Caves -asked the- -blessing and introduce dhcr mother,
Grace McArthur of Maryville,
Tcnn.
Mrs. - Belote introduced other
head table guests including Sallie
Guy: Ann Neelon, Poet in Residence at Murray State University
who has a faculty position in
English and the speaker for the
banquet; and Pat Bomba, organist
and choir director -al First church
who entertained on the Lowry
organ.
Neelon read many of her own
poems, the first one going back
to the days when she was a Peace
Corps Volunteer. She also read a
--poern-aflotrt •wontert of -West
an Irish WadC poem, Moonscape. the Gulf Crises (a poem
about innocence and a poem
about mothers and daughters.
Each church member present
was asked to stand and introduce
her daughters and/or friends.
Frances Matarazzo and Heather
Roscoe chose winners for prizes
who included Helen Steffen,
Karen Falwell, Barbara Bassett,
Barbara Simons and Ann Neelon.
Others present inchuled Marion
O'Rourke and daughter,. Bethany,
Kini Goetz and -Karrie---Goetz,
daughtotS of Karen Falwell, Barbara Simons, Marilyn Beale and
daughter. Katie Conrad, Sally
Hopkins, Jeanie Robertson and
daughter, Emily- Robertson,
Kathryn Watson, Barbara Bassett
and her daughter and friend, Oat
Roscoe and (laughter. Heather,
Anna Miller, Doris Long, Jean
Moore, Barbara Connely, Audrey
Wilson,-1(tuise Goode. Beverly
Douglas, Helen Steffen, Kathie
Fleming, Margaret Terhune, Joan
Hayman and Heath.
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Fittipaldi teaches Mansell Indy lesson
By STEVE HERMAN
AP Sports Writer

INDIANAPOLIS (AP) — The lirst time, Emerson Fittipaldi was the
fresh face in Victory Lane, rescuer of an Indianapolis 500 dulled by
the sameness of speed and more speed, a winnersno named Unser or
Foyi or Andrctti or Mears.
Four years later, he is the familiar face, guardian of an Indianapolis
5(X) notable for less speed, a big-name winner for a race without a
Foyi or a Mears for the first time in 36 years.
Indy is safe for another year.
Fittipaldi, riding a 200 mph slingshot, turned the most competitive
500 ever into a dash to the finish Sunday and spoiled the debut of
Nigel Mansell, the Englishman who dared to go straight from Formula
and almost pulled it off.
One champion to Indy winner
On a restart after a yellow caution flag with 16 laps to go, Fittipaldi
was the first on the gas and shot past a surprised Mansell, the race
leader. By the time Mansell looked up, both Fittipaldi and Arie Luyendyk_the pole-position starter, were in front of him.
That's the way they finished, Fillip:1kb pumping his right fist into

The air as he took the checkered flag for his second.time and a record
ninth for car owner -Roger PC1riske.
"Because of the time of my career, my age, I wanted to win a second Indy," said the 46-year-old Brazilian. "The first win at Indy was
important. The second is like a dream. I was very emotional at the
end.
"Whcn I went around the track for the victory lap, I was screaming
to the crew,'We won!, We won!' To win this race that I watched as a
7-or 8-year-old on television, it is fantastic."
Fittipaldi, like Mansell a former Formula One champion and an
emigre to Indy racing, was among a record 12 drivers who accounted
for 24 lead changes. True to the Penske style that four-time winner
Rick Mears perfected before retiring this year, Fittipaldi bided his
time most of the race and never led until his final charge.
"At that time 1.was concerned about Arie. because I knew he was
coming quick as well. I knew if 1 could go through I was going'qo he
faster' than Nigel and Arie," Fittipaldi said.
-It's all a matter of timing, and experience is so important. and
that's why (Mansell didn't ..do well.";
The final yellow came on the 192nd lap tA hen Mansell, desperate to

make up time, brushed the walLbut_ was still able to .connnue. Alter
the .green was displayed with six laps Temaining Fittipaldi pulled
steadily ahead, turning the fastest lap (it the race at 214.8Q7 mph on
the 198th lap and winning by 2.862 seconds. He finished the 500
miles in.3 hours, 10 minutes, 49.860 seconds, an a%erage of 157.207
mph.
Mansell. trsing to become the first rookie winner since lello
Englishman Graham Hill in 1%6, was 4.2 seconds behind Fittipalth.
and seven other drivers were., on the lead lap.
"I was getting ready to go down the straight. and all or a sudden I
saw vroom! vroom!" as first Fittipaldi and then Luendsk roared
past, Mansell said. "And I thought. 'You shouldn't do that.'
"I was worried about being legal and they were on the gas already
for a second or two. Everybody, like, cheats on the restart.... I learned
a lot out there."
Mansell, who replaced Michael Andrew on the Newman-Haas team
this season, was the second reigning Formula One champion to lead at
Indianapolis, and the first to do it as a rookie. his teammate, Mario
Andretti. led 73 laps_ and had-alead_at_one_Ainie-ot _as _much as 25
seconds.

Big Red Relay

Lakers' 400 relay breezes home third
By STEVE PARKER
Murray Lodger & Times Sports Editor

STEVE PARKEELeOger A.

7

es proto

Murray High sophomore Bonnie Payne collects her fifth place
medal in the discus Friday.

Tigers grab four medals
in stronger Class A field
By STEVE PARKER
Murray Lodger -It- Times Sports Editor

LEXINGTON — Ordinarily,
Jimmy 'Harrell would not have
been encouraged' py, his team's
average showing at the biggest
show of the year. But this was
not the average cast of characters
that._usually_..shows up for the
Class A State Track and Field
Meet.
Facing . the strongest Class A
field in his tenure as head coach
of the boys and girls track teams
at Murray • High School, Harrell
saw the Tigers pick up medals in
four events.
"1 know coming up here that
Class A was going to he tough,"
Harrell said at the Shively Track
at the University of Kentucky.
"You can look at the position of
the times and the Class A times
are right up there with AA and
AA AT
Murras went into the Class A
'State Track and Field Meet as
king's and queen's hi the First
Region -But on Friday and Saturdas• they battled a strong Class A
field, in addition to other uncontrollable circumstances.
"Three days is a long time for
the kids to he up here," said Harrell. w ho took his team up on

LEXINGTON — Calloway
County's record-breaking boys
400-meter relay team passed the
test on the track Saturday afternoon, but almcst failed their
lesson in decorum after an
illegal uniform nearly cost them
their prize in the Class AA
State Track and Field Meet.
It took five minutes of deliberation by KHSAA officials,
but in the end, Calloway was
awarded a very deserving third
place in the boys' Class AA
400-meter relay in a time of
44.60.
Anchor -Thomas Hornbuckle
crossed the finish line ,at the
University of Kentucky's
Shively Track behind Paducah.,
Tilghman and Woodford County,-but while they were heading
off the track, Hornbuckle was
escorted to the infield.
"They're going to disqualify
us." Hornbuckle muttered
through gasps for air. Hornbuckle was notified that'
he had an illegal jersey —
Hornbuckle's red jerse‘ did not

have "Calloway" printed on it.
The Calloway sophomore
argued that the exchanged
inspector at Hornbuckle's post
gave him permission to run.
"It doesn't matter w hat he
says," a KHSAA representative
told Hornbuckle. "It's up to the
referees."
llornbuckle sat at the finish
line for two minutes while the
inspector and referee conferred.
"I can't believe 'this," Hornbuckled managed' to say. "It
would he me' that cost us."
As it turned Out. Hornbuckle
didn't cost Callow ay anything
as officials let Calloway's third
iplace stand.
"On Friday, they didn't mention itAuniform)," Laker track
cwaah Bill Miller Said after the
race. "Today they didn't even
say anything until we walked to
our lanes. It doesn't make
sense."
• What did make sense to Miller was the performance of the
fastest relay team in school
history.
Breaking a .school record in
• TURN TO PAGE 9

STEVE PARKER Leeger

k

-Thursday morning to work out on
the University of Kentucky track.
"Money-wise it hurts you
because the KHSAA isn't reimbursing schools anymore."
Murray finished its day with a
girls to see what its like on the
teammates felt running in front ot
-By STEVE PARKER
false start in the boys' 1,600-met- Murray Ledger & Times Sports Editor
state level," Waller said. "Most
approximately 2,000 fans.
er relay, which is an automatic
of them thought it was going to
"Last year I had no idea what
disqualification. At that point,
be another regional. but they
to do," • she explained before
LEXINGTON — Even if most
after two days of competing, the of his girls didn't get a little
found_ont_iis a lot tougher on
heading back to Murray. "Last
Tigers were ready to conic home. medal, they all got a little
this level."
year,all I wanted to do was get in
"You could tell the kids were smarter..
Waller bussed nine girls to
the top eight. This year, I really
tired,". Harrell_ explained. "B.J.
Lexington and the one that had .wanted to place.Represented 'solely at the
(Jenkins) ran in four events and awards area by Courtney
been there before brought back
Starting from lane No. I.
when you get on this level it's all McCoy's fifth place finish in the •the highest finish.
McCoy trailed,the pack for most
out."
McCoy, a sophomore.
of the race (three-quarters of a
300-meter low hurdles, Calloway
Jenkins — Alan to the rest of CotinWs Lady Laker track team
improved two places Saturday
lap). She made her move starting
Irom last year's seventh place to
the state — earned a medal with gained a wealth of -experience at
down the home stretch and
take fifth with a time of 50.42
a fifth place finish in the the Class AA Stake Track and
passed three competitors on the
seconds.
110-meter high hurdles in a time Field Meet Friday and Saturday
way to the wire.
McCoy said after picking up
of 15.88 seconds. He finished at the University of Kentucky.
"Today, I didn't get out as
her medal that she kneW how her
seventh in the 3(8)-meter intermequick," said McCoy. "Yesterday I
"It's been a great trip for the
diate hurdles.
Bonnie Payne, a, sophomore,
competed in three events, earning
a fifth place in the discus. Payne
was entered in two events on
Saturday and competed in both
Game 4 turned out to be a .
Phoenix coach Paul, Westphal
the high jump and shot put at the
By JIM COUR
thought the war began Sunday.
battle of Barkley against the Sontune.
AP Sports Writer
"This wasn't a contest," he
ics frontline of Shawn Kemp,
"It got me frustrated," Payne
‘aid. "They beat us every way
Derrick McKey and Sam Perkins.
said of the long walk between the
SEATTLE — Nothing like the
vwu can beat a team. They did
While Barkley scored 2:7. points
two events. "When you're frussmell of danger to bring the Seateverything well."
on 11-4-26 shooting, Kemp and
trated you can't do anything. I
tle SuperSonics to life.
The series returns to Phoenix
Mc Key each scored 20 points and
"This team plays a lot better
coach
for
Game 5 Tuesday night. Game Perkins had 19.
Sonics
have
to,"
we
when
III TURN TO PAGE 9
Seattle held the league's MVP
George Karl said. "When people 6 will he Thursday night at Seattle. If necessary. Game 7 will be to a pair of baskets in the second
start to write us off, we play
next Saturday or Sunday at half after a 23-point opening half.
well."
They played well Sunday, Phoenix.
McKeY, playing with unusual
Each team has a road victory aggressivencsS. and making the
beating the Phoenix Suns
in the series. Seattle won once in most of *o6-I-mit-10 height,
120-101. And now, by taking
Phoenix during the season.
Charles . Barkley out of the game
scored his playoff-high this seaQuality Work at a fair price.
"The pressure's definitely on son. Kemp"had,eight rebounds
yet again in the 'second half,
them - because they know we can and four blocks.
they're dead even with the Suns
—Continuous
win on their home court." Eddie
at two games apiece.
The Sonics ran up the most
Johnson of the Sorties said.
you go
us
if
"History
tells
against the Suns in the
points
Aluminum Gutters
Added Barkley: "If we lose playoffs this season.
down 3-1, it's going to be tough
another home game, we don't
(Commercial & Residential)
to win a series." Karl said. "So
Kemp may have been motideserve to move on."
now the war begins."

Calloway girls learn; McCoy places fifth

I.

—Replacement Windows

FREE ESTIMATES

7534703

vated bs• a continent from Barkley after Game 3. Barkley said
Kemp, the Sonics' lone all-star,
was decidely lacking in alf-star
moves.
-"Ask Barkley what he thinks
of my game now," Kemp said.
At halftime, the Sonics led
of-58, but Barkley looked like he
Was headed for a 50-point game.
But Seattle took the game away.
from Phoenix. outscoring the
Suits 21-7 in the first 7:27 of the.
second half, taking an 82-65 lead.
McKey and Kemp ignited the
second-half start. McKey took
care ol Richard Dumas and Cedric Cehallos: Kemp delighted the
Seattle Coliseum crowd of 14,812
with j dunk and a lavun

—Vinyl Siding

' 'Lifetime Guarantee'

0 10

got out quicker hut didn't feel as
good at the mt. I Wanted to
make sure I had something left
Way.Linda Stultlefield in the shot
put and Jackie Geurin and Chrystal Nadeau in the .1,600-meter run
were the only other Lady Lakers•
to compete on Saturday. 5tubbleheld took mruh, while Geurin ran
to an 11th and Nadeau a 15th.
On Friday, Farrah Beach finished out of the top eight in the
discus and the 3,200-meter relay
team took 12th. The 800-meter
relay team also failed to qualify
on Friday.

Sonics' 120-101 win sets off war with Suns

As1 GUTTERS

KY
FARM
*No
Cl) BUREAU
••

T -nes pro:o

Calloway County junior Brandon McCuistion prepares to lead
off • the Lakers' Class AA third place 400-meter relay.

CALL
753-7020

"Check with Bob for the
lowest competitive price"
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Bonds, Giants send NL message
By The Associated Press

Barry Bonds and his San Francisco teammates sent the NL
West a little message this
weekend at Atlanta.
Bonds' three-run homer in the
seventh inning Sunday lifted the
Giants over Tom Glavine and the
Braves, 4-3, and San Francisco
endo:L_uviakinA tw.o, of three
games from Atlanta.

The Braves, falling five games
behind the first-place Giants in
the West, appeared to be on their
way to victory behind Glavinc
‘,7-1) before Bonds turned the
game around with one swing.
The Braves handcuffed Bonds
when he was with Pittsburgh,
limiting him to only 10 hits in 50
at-hats with one hoinef and two
RBIs during the 1991 :aid '9ZNL
playoffs.

In seven games against the
Braves this season, Bonds has a
.481 batting average (13-for-27)
with three homers and 12 RBIs.
Going into today's game at
Florida, Bonds was hitting .394
with 41 RBIs. He also leads in
slugging percentage 1.771), onbase percentage (.509), runs 147)
and total baseS"

Hitters take over in A's-Jays series
By BEN WALKER
AP Baseball Writer

(

Even in a_pitctici'S park such
as the Oakland Coliseum, this is
looking more and040.2re like the
year of the hitters.
Toronto and Oakland took
turns running up the runs Sunday,
and the Blue Jays outlasted the
Athletics 13-H..
Every day, scores seem to be
going :higher and-higher in the
majors. So high, in fact, that not
even the pitchers can keep count.
"I don't look at the• scoreboard, y.ou know. I just look, at
who's hitting for them and try
and figure a way to get them out.
Why put added pressure on yourself'?" said Danny Cox (5-1), the
winning pitcher for Toronto.
Pitchers almost always are
ahead Of the hitters at the Coliseum, but that wasn't the case
Sunday as Oakland led 10-6 alter
the third inning and Toronto tied
it at 11 in the sixth.
"The logical thing for people
to say is that pitching cost us the
game. If you're looking for me to
say that, I think that's one of the
beauties of keeping the score and
looking back, over the game,•'

As manager Tony La Russa
"I'm not going to be specific and
spell things out."
In other games, Seattle downed
Detroit 9-5. Boston beat Texas
6-5 in 12 innings, New York
defeated Chicago 6-3, California
beat Baltimore 7-5, Milwaukee
downed Kansas City 8-2 and
Minnesota defeated Cleveland

FROM PAGE 8

last week's Regional at Paducah
Tilghman, Calloway was shooting only for a shot in the finals
of the state meet. But after posting the third-best time after the
preliminary round on Friday,
they were staring at a medal.
With Paducah Tilghman,
which won the rela in an amazing 42.79, and Woodford County with-- 100-meter speedster
Chris Jones, Calloway's third
was quite an accomplishment.
"Our tine wasn't too far off
'from what we expected," Miller
said. "We were hoping to get
closer to Woodford. No one can
touch Paducah Tilghman."
Junior Bradon McCuistion
ran a strong lead off leg and
eighth grader Salccm Sanchez
did likewise in the second slot.
But everyone was watching
4 Paducah Tilghman.
Paducah won the race on the
.second Icg,.Miller said.
.,..Junior Wes Cogdell. the third
kg, made up some ground, but
'Calloway was in sixth position
when Hornhuctle .took the
g against the top
halo Ru
ter runners in Class
two I
AA, Woodford's Jones and
Tiant Young ol Tilghman.
Hornhuckle chased down two
other runners to ease :Krim, the
line in third
"The point is. everyligidy will
said
he ba.t. ne‘i ‘car "

0/ *
/0
APR Financing
for 48 Mos.
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Jane Rogers Ins.
'See me for all your family insurance needs.'

305 N. 12th St., Murray

OR

(next to Century 21)

9500!

753-9627

,141140

Cash
Rebate

Like a good neighbor,
State Farm is there.

M4
-0
411)
INSUOAMLI
.

State Farm insurance Companies
Home Offices: Bloomington, Illinois
-NATIONAL LEAGUE
Elul Madman
WI
• .1
.'•

MAJOR LEAGUES
All TI•1f• COT
AMERICAN LEAGUE
East Demsion
• W
I
Pct
GE1
Detroit
30
18 . 625 -560
3
Nevi vo.,*
28
22
560
3
Toronto
28
22
Boston
3
27
22 ,S51
7•.
468
ASIvia,:hee
22
25
79
408 10.
Baitirno,e
20
19
Ctevea^,1
31
380 1 2
West Division
W
L
Pct. GB
574
7' 70
3
24
23
511
511
3
Kansas
04
23
3
'etas
24
53.0
;-4
450
26
Seate
2
415 6 ,
Monres.:.'a
2: 26
422
7
Oaxiand
••-.
26
Saturdays Games
Sea von, 8 Chcago 2
Boston 15 Thies 1
Toronto 5 Oakland 3
Minnesota 9 C4iveian4 3
Kansas C,1), 6 fibisaukee 5 11 TnnIngs
Detroit 3 Seattle 2
Cal,tornia .6 Balt.more 3
Sunday's Games
Roston 6 Texas 5. 12 innings
New 'fork 6 Chciago 3
9s0ta 8 C1eveand 2
'•1 AL...ea 8 !Cansas Cay
7 Bal:rn.ye 5
•3 Oak.ar,c 1 1
Seat6e S Detroa 5
Monday's Games
3-2. at Sew York iPerez 2 4. '2,
Cievelard
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•Lakers...

Ruben Sierra hit a three-run
homer tor Oakland.

SCOREBOARD

•Tigers...
didn't have time to mark my
steps."
Payne, and sister Connie, did
44
not place in the shot.
.Chris Cheaney grabbed the
other individual medal, placing
fifth in the 400-meter dash. Last
year, as a freshman. Cheaney
brought back a fifth.
Murray's girls 400-meter„relay
team .of Darlene Foster, Sarah
Snyder, Karina Holden and
Renee.Hornbuckle also .collected
a medal with Moir sixth place on
Saturday.,
Also on Saturday, Jon Bell
missed the cut in the discus and
the Lady Tigers' 800-meter relay
finished „eighth. Keni Bazzell finished out of the top 10 in the
800-meter run.
On Friday, Murray had several
athletes fail to reach the finals in
their events. Maggie Snyder finished a respectable filth in her
heat of the 100-meter hurdles,
while Jenny Bell missed -the-cut
in the 'Ong jump. Adam Blalock
finished out of the top eight in
the shot put and the Tigers'
400-meter boys relay failed to
qualify for the finals.
In team standings, Murray's
boys and girls each finished out
of the top 10.

John Olcrud, foe Carter and Ed
Sprague homered tor Toronto.
Olerud tied a team record by
scoring four limes, and DOM I no
Cedeno drove in the first four
runs of his Major league career.

There's never been a
better time to buy!
Come by and
make us
an offer.
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"Ask us about Special Leasing Available on-the 1993
Crown Victoria and Grand Marquis."
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Jane Rogers Insurance
305 N. 12th (Next To Century 21) 753-9627
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...Ch0000000.
Laughter is the best medicine, but if that doesn't work,call 1-800-551-4784.
•

When you need more than a good chuckle to help you feel better, call our physician referral hotline, day or
night. With any luck and the right medical help—you:II be back- to your jovial self in no time.
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In Memory of Those
Who Gave Their Lives to
Keep Us Strong and Free

•
•

1
•

Vietnam War

Korean War

World War I

James Scarborough
Billy L. Lauffer
Gary Wilkinson
Larry Hosford
Dickie G. Keeler
Ronnie Colson
Billy Wayne Reed
Edwin F. Sholar
James L. Futrell
Richard Glenn Willi,

Bobby Gene Burchett
M.C. Geurin, Jr.
Clarence Grogan
Bobby Joe Thornton
Chester Leon Pritchett
Burkeen

Robert Hart
Henry Cunningham
Carney Dunn
Holland J. Cole
Fred Sherman
011ie James "Pat" Clark
Ira Wade Creekmur
Herbert Cole
T.H. "Tom" Cochran
Ernie G. Sheridan

World War II

n
Memorial Day
we pay special
tribute, but it's every day
that we benefit from their
brave and selfless deeds.
Our thanks and prayers go
with those eourageous,men
and women, who made the
greatest sacrifice so that we
may prosper in freedom.

Albert Bradford Armstrong Loyd G. Hodges
C.C. Hughes
Billy Ray Atkins
Edward - Hopper
John Brent Bedwell
Albert V. Hughes
S.C. Byerly
Cody Jones
Thomas P. Crawford
-Herschell C. Johnson
Codie Campbell
Royce E. Jones
Alvin Calhoon
Orville Joseph Kuhn
Parvin Cook
Earl Knight
Coy H. Darnell
Troy lye' Lewis
William H. Doran
Joe 0. Lyles
Lewis Chester Dodds
Lex 6illiard. Jr.
Ruble Leo Dunn
James Talmadge Lovett
Hugh Grey Erwin
Ellis cartelle Lassiter
Ordest Houston Erwin
Herman -Maynard
Bailey Watson Dockery
Tom Moffitt.
Kyle Brooks Ferguson
John Hugh. Mason
William L. Edwards
Guy McDaniel
Randall Griffin
James F. McDougal
Max B. Guthrie
Newbern McCullar
Henry Clay Garland
•
Grogan
Max
Raymond McDaniel
James
William Thomas MeCage
Earl V. Grogan
Gordon W. McCuiston
Tommy Harris
Preston Norman
Eugene D. Hutchens
Lilburn van Huie
Tom Olive
Hurt
C.
Carlis
James Orville Osbron

••••
ImI
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••••••
•••••
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1111

•••
•••••••11•
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There was no loss oflives from Calloway
County in Operation Desert Storm in the
Persian Gulf.

at
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James Knight Parker
James Ralph Pate
Daryl Parks
Herman Eddie Roberts,
Charlie T..Rowland
Keith Ross
Robert Lee Skinner
Rufus G. Stubblefield
Chester Emery Stafford
W.L.N. Simpson
Irl M. Smith
Hilton Stafford
David Ewing St. John
James Hafford Smith
Joseph Brown Wilson
Vernon Thompson Leland W. Thompson
Edward West
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Milburn Ray Wr:e
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complete list of
(Please Noty: An attempt has been made to obtain a
here,
Calloway County s war dead_ If any 01 oar war dead are not listed
appear on the next
please call the Ledger & Times and their names will
with the heroes - listed here.)
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Couple creates endowment
A Cincinnati couple, both gradu- programs.
"This gift sets a line example for
ates of Murray State University,
alumni,friends and trustees of
other
have created an endowment fund
for their alma mater which will total the University," according to Dr.
Tim Miller, director of the MSU
$300,000.
Jerry T. Shroat and his wife, Foundation. "This endowment will
Elizabeth "Betsy" Reid Shroat, benefit the MSU Foundation and the
1963 graduates of MSU, have University for Years to come."
Shroat, president of the Personal
created the endowment fund for the
Murray State University Found- - Lines Division of great-American •-•
ation in honor of their mothers. The Insurance Companies, said his
total endowment is $300,000 and mother would be "very proud to be
will be paid in 15 annual install- recognized with this endowment
ments of $20,000 each. The endow- and to see it supporting the school
ment is being created to help Mur- that was so good ter her and her
ray State and to honor Helen Tibbs children."
"My mother's affiliation with
Shroat and Dorothy Jake Reid.
Interest from the unrestricted Murray Slate started in 1930. She
fund will be used for the Univer- enrolled and attended for one year.
sity's greatest need, according to Unfortunately,the depression inter'Chuck Ward, executive director of rupted her education. Family legend
the MSU Office for Development has it that she first saw my dad,John
Shroat, when he was a student at
and Alumni Affairs.
"We both feel very good about Murray Training School and
this and we hope that the Found- brought a liver to his biology class
ation will be able to use the money that my mother was observing."
After living in Cleveland for
to assist the University in many
seven
years, she reuirned_io Keaways," Shroat said.-"We also hope
that others will continue to donate tucky in 1938 and married.John and
Helen Shroat had two daughters and
money to the University."
sons. All six attended the old
four
Shroat has served as a member of
the MSU Foundation Board ofTrus- Murray Training School/University
High and Murray State. Three gratees since 1991.
duated
from MSU.
"Jerry and Betsy Shroat are top"She loved the University and
notch, quality people whom we are
honored to have as distinguished ended up working at the Murray
alumni of Murray State University," State cafeteria for several years.
While there she made many friends
MSU President Ronald J. Kurth
said. "They are leading very event- of students, co-workers and faful and successful lives which now culty," Shroat said.
She was a charter member of St.
bring generous benefit to their alma
Leo's Catholic Church in Murray. A
mater. The strength of a university
rests on alumni of their quality. On sports fan,she was particularly fond
behalf of the University, I am most of basketball. "She avidly followed
the Murray State Racers and the UK
grateful to them," Kurth said.
Wildcats."
"In the years to come the interest
She died in a tragic fire in Murray
which the endowment earns will be
in November of 1990 and John
put to good use as Murray State
Shroat died in February 1989.
strives to meet its academic and
- Mrs. Shroat's mother "spent her
service mission to west Kentucky,"
Kurth said. "As demands on state enac life helping others. My
mother inspired me to work hard, to
budgets grow, universities like
love others and to be a productive
Murray State must depend more and
person in the community. She enmore on private dollars for basic
aperationg and new initiatives. We couraged me to get my education
hope that other supporters of Mur- and was very supportive during my
days at Murray_Siatc. I have won;
ray State will be moved by the
dcrful memories of her and we are
Shroats' example to pursue similar
very happy that we are in a position
donation plans," President Kurth
to create thisendowmentfund in her
said.
memory," Betsy Shroat said:
"We are very pleased with such a
Born in Christian County in
significant gift," Ward said, "espe1920, Mrs. Reid was married to
cially because it is an unrestricted
James H. Reid for 50 years. "She
gift. The most difficult dollar to
was raised in a loving family of
attract to the University is the
three sisters and two brothers. I am
unrestricted dollar. The University
very lucky that my three aunts are
has many critical needs that can
only be met with unrestricted gifts. still in good health and together we
keep the memory of my mother
• That's why this gift is so significant
and meaningful to the University," alive."
Ward said.
The. Rcids lived Q10Si of their
The majority of donors restrict
married life in Henderson, Ky.,with
their gifts to 'specific needs or
the exception 6110 ycars in Florida.
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The June 30-GED test date at
Murray State University has been
rescheduled for June 23.
The time and place of testing
remain the same -- 8 a.m.. at MSU's
Ordway Hall. People who have
pre-registered for the June 30 test
date by calling the Murray State
-Counseling and Testing Center
should plan to test on June 23,
according to Bill Allbriuen,director
of the center.
People who wish'to take the GED
test, but who have not registered,
should call the Murray State
Counseling Center at (502) 7626861.
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Shawn Maxie, (center.) coordinator of the Kentucky Higher Education Assistance Authority WorkStudy Program at Murray State Univeristy, presents a reimbursement check to Curtis Mosley, personnel itirector of. Briggs and Stratton of Murray. Also pictured are (from left): Dr. Ross Meloan and
Anwette Fields of the 111,SLI Cooperative Education and Placement Office and Paul_Newhy. a Briggs
and Stratton employee. The work-study porgram at Murray State is a joint venture among the Kentucky Higher Education Assistance Authority, the Univeristy, employers and students. "lf he purpose
of the program is to provide job opportunities in career-related positions to eligible Kentucky students. Participating employers select from among eligible students they Wish to hire. They must pay
the students the prevailing-market wage rate, which cannot be less than the federal minimum wage.
With funds provided by the Kentucky Higher Education Assistance Authority, institutions reimburse
employers $2 for each hour worked by students. A minimum of 70 percent of the wage _reimbursement dollars allocated to each institution must be spent with private, for-profit employers.
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TUESDAY,JUNE 1, 1993
(For your personarized daily Jeane Dixon horoscope. based on ',our nv n
date of birth, call 1-900-988-1778K. Your phone company will hill %MI 95
cents a minute.)
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE people to agree to .tust ahlffil ;141 NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE: thing. A.private meeting leads to a
Determination and lots of faith will useful agreement. •
VIIIGO (Aug. 23-Se1it. 22C
get you almost anything you want.
Those who desire to expand their Look for new ways to say e time and
family will find a %%ay. Seize an money. Postpone talking with influmake extra money in ential people untit furtlier informaopportunity
late summer. Your5chances of win- tion is available. Romance could Ix.
ning a job or getting a loan are best iffy. Guard your privacy.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Postin November. As Christmas
approaches, concentrate on reducing pone taking any action in oly ing
-tensions in your personal life. A jointly owned funds. Extra income
child's expectations may he too will be receised through re gn la'
high. Be supportive without adding channels. Offerim2 a helping hand to
someone in trouble will win _yoti
extra pressure.
CELEBRITIES BORN ON friend for life.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-No'..
THIS DATE: actors Andy Griffith
and Morgan Freeman. singer Pat Think things out carefully before
Boone. movie star Marilyn Monroe. making a major decision. Take
ARIES (March 21 -April 19): advantage of the good Will 01 those
ho have your hest interests at
Avoid those individuals who tend to
nance looks promising.
be disruptive.,Complaints will he heart.
22-Dec.
I TTAR11S
difficult to diagnose and remedy'.
Greater activity on the honie
Find things you can do well by
yourself. Romance moves in a front is indicated. Visitors Irom out
of town may include parents arid
-delightful new direction.
Is
TAURUS (April 20-May 20): other relaikes. Entertainment
Builitess- negotiations may require a could put a dent in sour budge!.
('APRI('ORN 11)4:C. 22 tan
change in sour thinking. Keep an
open mind but refuse to he intimi- 19): Move ahead W ithC01111delliC.
dated hy an opponent of the oppo- Cultivating. the friendship ot somesite sex. Research will give you the one influential brings seyetal
rewards. Be imaginanYe but control
edge over competitors.
GEMINI(Ma) 21-June 201: Lis- a tendency to go overboard. A k-om.
ten to the advice of your relatives. pliment %%ill put.you in excellent
An older person's suggestions could humor.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-1-ell.1 Si
help you attain a cherished goal. A
clOse relationship needs more atten- Your professional and personal rela
tion. Revising the family budget will tionships are becoming Mitic
rewarding! A hook or new Tape,
prevent problems.
CANCER (June 2l -Jul) 221: article is source of inspiration
Trust your feelings about w here the Postpone snaking major (mink
profits are: you are tuned in to %A- decisions. You need more Lk ts
h 210,
inscis mIch.
ires and quality. When making
domestik. decisions, do not be too good 4.1:1 10 take hare of
quick on the trigger. Ow your mate cleanup chores. Scrub the kitchen
floor until it shines or polish your
.uppiwt
1.E0 (July 23-Aug. 22i So.tal- k Jr. Straighten out your closets ao‘f
donate unw 4111C11 04.1111C• 1,4 keit\
ly. you are on top today. lour .41441
%Jong personality cons ime,

6A4 Motoroo. saga N%110oro Pot Ibri 100114 11 do.. 4
Mixr4

GED test date
rescheduled

KINGSFORD CHARCOAL

Horoscopes

WW1"

She was involved with the Salvation
Army, the American Cancer Society and the Hospital Volunteers
Association, serving as president of
all three.
She was a great believer in
education, even though she never
received her college degree. Mrs.
Shroat said. A teacher's assistant
-she-was--eleeted-ta the Henderson
City School Board for a term. She
was a member of the Methodist
Church. She died in May 1990.
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Classified

1

Deadlines are 2 days in advance and are as follows:
Friday 3 p.m.
Monday Edition
Saturday 10 a.m.
Tuesday Edition
Monday 3 p.m.
Wednesday Edition
Tuesday 3 p.m.
Thursday Edition
Wednesday 3 p.m.
Friday Edition
Thursday 3 p.m.
Saturday Edition

•

AN Ma Al IF \IFNI S
Legal Nose*
010
Nonce
020
Personals
025
* Card of Thanks
030
In Memory
040
Lost & Found
080 ...

OFFICE HOURS: Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday S a.m.-12 p.m.

Farm Equipment
Livestock & Supplies
Poultry & Supplies
Produce
Food •Seed

230
250
290
530 .......

311St'IELLANFOI. S

EMPLOY MEN r
410

Public Sale

540

.. For Trade

070

Hrelp Wanted
Domestic•Childcare

090
100

Situation Wanted
Busin••• Opportunity

560

Free Column

110

instruction

570

Wanted

060

470
480
485
490
495
500
510
520

Rt. SI. ESTATF: SALES

REAL ESTATE RENTAI.

SF:KY

Nit it-, NI Nicht
190
370
390
400
550

Advertisers are requested to check the
first insertion oftheir ads for any error
The Murray Ledger & nmea will be
responeible for only one incorrect insertion. Any error should be reported
immediately so corrections can be
made.

753-1916

•

Exterminating
Business Services
Heating And Cooling
....... Services Offered

11(5NsPOI(1.‘11ON
Motorcycles
Auto Services
Auto Parts
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boata & Motors

_Mobil* Homes For Rent

270

285 Mobile Home Lots For Rent

365

Mobile Homes For Sale
For Sale Or Lieaae

Business Rentals

420

Home Loans

.............. Want To Rant

430

Real Estate

280...

300
310 ...

435 ................Lake Property

320

Apartments For Rent

330

Rooms For Rent

440

340

Houses For Rent

450

Farms For Sale

360

For Rent or Lease

460

Ifignes For Sale

1,,te F

Sale

%lilt( II%
Computers
120
130 .................For Sale Or Trade
Want To Bay
140 '
Articles For Sale
150
Appliances
155
Home Furnishings
160
Jingo:Iwo
165
Vacuum Cleaners
170
Sewing Machines
180
Heavy Equipment
195
Sports Equipment
200
Firewood
210
Musical
220
Miscellaneous
240
T.V. & Radio
260
Pots & Supplies
380

BRANDS

Ward Elkins
753-1713
REDUCE Burn oft tat while
you sleep Take OPAL
available at Holland Drugs,
109 So 4th St. Murray

The Big Kahuna
Tanning Salon
Dixieland Shopping
Center
Is closing as of
Sat. 5/29/93
will re-open Tues.,
Juno lit under
ownership as
Neon Beach.

the newer treatments
such as chemotherapy For free information call

`t,e• iocal clum

.
1,411fVKII

CONFEDERATE
$$$$$$$$$$. silver
955555555-5, coins. Proofsets. stamps at Decades
Ago (Hazel), Bookrack
(Murray) We buy, appraise Christopher's
Coins 753-4161

- Ugly Duckling
RENT-A-CAR

Locations Coast to Coast

HALEY'S AUTO SALES
Cars, Custom Vans and Vans For Moving
753-6910
1-800-THE-DUCK
Office:

TRACT::
••=1:821:
muma.
mosmonuom:=sia
ALLIANCE
ummanymmi

112 So. 12th
Murray, KY 42071

Lowest Rates in Town!
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

RETAIL experience re
ceiving pricing Enjoys
working with people gen
eral cash register skills
general plant knowledge &
DO you need a JOB or do willing to work weekends
you need help in making Apply in person at the Patio
positive advances 'for the Shoppe
Hoffman s
future? We have 22 JOB
Nursery, 1 mile on 94E
be
people
for
OPENINGS
Murray
hveen the ages of 16-22
years, if you are not in RN position available 11-7
school Call 753-9378 five for Nurse Supervisor Comdays a week between petitive salary & excellent
8 00arn-3 00pm We are an benefits Contact Barbara
EOE This project is funded Clapp. Director of Nursing
by the Western Kentucky West View Nursing Home
Private Industry Council 753-1304
JTPA
THE Courier Journal is
DRIVERS wanted Mid
looking for a self motivated
west run Home weekly 23 persoiN to deliver one of our
cents per mile, start Sunday only routes in the
Murray. Hardin area Must
901-642-2389
have rekable transportation
EXPERIENCED Heating
& a cash bond If interested
and Air Conditioning serHussey at
call D
vice technician Hourly
1 -800-8662211
wage commensurate with
WANTED OTR drivers
experiece. benefits pack
age. Send resume or apply 2yrs expeaence Van and
division
to Buford Heating and Air. reefer
1 800 394 1888
1928 N 8th Street, Padu
cah, KY 42001 (502)
WANTED position(s) open
442-3543 James Tune
for part time church choir
8-430 Piti-F. Evenings(502)
director andior church or
444-6053.(502)442-3543
ganist Send resume & re
FULL time employment in ferences to Worship Corn
optometrist office Send re- mittee, First Christian
sume to: PO Box 1040 V. Church, 111 N 5th Murray
Ky 42071
Murray, Ky 42071

DANCERS, waitresses
$500 plus wkly 642-4297
alter 6pm Doll House Hwy
79E, Pans. Tn

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199

America's Second Car

4

Warded

Nodes

CANCER
INSURANCE
No age limit to apply If
your present policy is
over 10 years old, it
may not cover some of

AURORA Pizza Magic. Genuine hand tossed pizza,
fresh salads, sandwiches,
gyros Open all year at
5pm Closed Mon and
474-8119,
Tues.
1-800-649-3804
LOOKING for good 9 ball
players, 64 available slots,
sign up now to be assured
of slot Game date June 13.
1st place $200+ 1st eight
places pay Call Break
Time Billiards, Dixieland
Shopping Center 759-9303
for information.
ROGER Hudson Hauling
Hudson Horse and Clothing Supply 753-4545

TUTORING From Ky Certified Teacher for Elementary children. Your home or
libraries Flexible times.
$10 per hour Call
753-6726 anytime or leave
message on machine.
02s

KY 94 west to Johnny Robertson Road,
soutt to So Haiti Roaci, nght on sq Ha* Road 1/4
NON-PROFIT ORGANIZATION
OPEN TO THE PUBIC
753-0466 P.O. Box 1033 Murray

LONESOME in the
Country Wanted Some
one for companionship to
share my home I'm 69.and
would like female in her
60's I'm in the courhry.
quiet & peaceful Call me
after 6pm 436-2252
040
In
Memory

By Way of the
Grapevine

In Memory

Antiques & Gifts

ory ofGaitBurkeen,
who departed this
tile May 24, 1987.
Also, Leon Burkeen
departed September
26, 1991. We can't
understand, ordy
that God loved them
store.
Sadly Missed by

New selection of herb wreaths & swags, southwestern
afghans & more afghans, placernats & napkins,copper,
pewter, lamps, graniteware, cow & apple kitchen
accessories, silk geraniums & sunflowers. Come by for
the "uniqtr" Mother's Day Gift!
(Girt certificates & Bridal Registry)
121 So. to Old Salem Rd.
Wed.-Sat. 10 AM-6 PM Sun. 2-5 PM

DISABILITY MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT INSURANCE
If you are under age 65 and qualify for
MEDICARE due to disability we offer
several Medicare Supplement Policies.
All Medicare Supplement Policies
are now standardized into 10 plans
offering different levels of benefits. We
can write 7 of the plans on a "guaranteed issue" basis (no health questions)
and the policies will be issued at the
lowest available premium.
We represent 7 A.M. Best A- or A+
rated companies to give you the best
possible rates and service.
Please give us a call for a rate (pot*.

McConnell
Insurance Agency
tiopkinsville Fed. Savings Building
7th at Main. Murray. Ky.

743-4199

In Loving Mem-

'The Family

LOST 5yr old Walker coon
dog lost between Harris
Grove and Taylor Store
Needs medication Re
wardl 435-4656
LOST Reward' Male cat
black with 2 white paws
near Chestnut & 12th
Name Licky If found call
753-5018 or 492-8878

ACCEPTING applicabons
or cosmetologist and man
!curet 753 3688

AVON sales. big money
innovaave tedwisque no in
ventory investment Free
appointment kit
1 900 690-AVON

PROFESSIONAL toJoit
seeking 5 to 20 acres to
purchase in Marshall Cal
loway or McCracken
Please caN
County
527 2821 or 395 3508
TWO man padd4. boat
436 2318
USED antenna 753 1541
USED lawn
354 6781

ASSEMBLEFIS: E xcellent income to assemble
products at home Into
1-504-646-1700 DEPT
KY-2021

BOGARD truck,i1,3 and ex
cavating inc We haul top
soil. gravel, fili cart white
rock rip rap 759 1828
COMPUTER Turbo XT with
color monitor $400 anti
que white oak chifferobe
nice, $325 Carolina fire
place insert $150 Singer
Zig Zag sewing machine
$50. New 12 B&W by radio
$35, antique Singer sewing
machine $50 girl s 5pc
French Provincial he set
$300 200 watt Panason-c
stereo amp receivil .$35
14. Poulan cfia[e sa w $30
753 6487
FRESH Kentucky Lake cat
fish Murray Batt Co
753 5693
FRIGIDAIRE chest freezer
8 3 cubic ft in capacity
753 6898 after 6 30pm

ABSOLUTELY Clean' Ex
perienced, dependable
cleaning service Home or
office References Call
436-2569

GAME wardens, security,
maintenance, etc No exp
necessary For info call
(219) 769-6649 EXT 7159.
8am to 8prn. 7 days
HOUSE painters for local
contractor, expenence is
necessary Call 753-2407
leave message or
753-9382 after 5pm
INFECTION CONTROlJ
INSERVICE DIRECTOR
Massac Memorial Hospital
has a Monday-Friday day
shift position for an Infection Control/lnservice Director Applicant must have
current Illinois registered
nursing license Competitive salary and benefits
package Please apply at
Massac Memorial Hospital,
or mail resume to PO Box
850. Metropolis, IL 62960
(618)
Telephone
524-2176, ext 256 EOE
LPN position available for
full or part-time, 3-11 or
11-7 Competitive salary &
excellent benefits Contact
Barbara Clapp. Director of
Nursing. West View Nursing Home 753-1304
NURSES Aide PRN work
all shifts as needed Must
have own transportation
Prefer experience, but will
train Pleasant atmo
sphere, good working con
(lotions Fern Terrace
Lodge 1505 Stadium View
Dr. Murray, Ky EOE
NURSING assistants &
dietary help needed
901 247 3205
PARK Rangers Game
wardens security mainte
nance etc No exp neces
sary For info call i 2191
769 6649 EXT 7159 8am
to'Opm 7 days

•
— -••••

CLEANING houses is my
business Reliable & exper
ienced, references Call
Linda 759 9553
IM ready to work as a
nanny, tutor or babysitter
for the summer Call
435-4344 and ask for
Karen
WILL clean houses Have
references 753-8995
WILL dean houses, rea
sonabie rates, references
437-4064
WILL do house cleaning
Call Betty 474-2131 leave
message
090
Position
Wanted
I will sit with elderly nights.
experience and references
Call 753-4590 for
information
SEWING lobs wanted, in
ducting formal wear
753-1061
lin
Instruction

Connie Smith
Summer
Gymnastic
Program
753-6705 or
753-1976
Call now, classes
up

Capon

EPSON IBM compatible
computer 20 mega byte
had drive with Epson NLO
peeler included Several
word processing games

SUMMER BALLET "stalled WOO 759 9940
INTENSIVE
Wars
To Sog
1993
Awnous II Id,Peasty
fuenrarei
ot

IOWA,: ‘I•"•tdv

onnultaves ask
oNmS Mae/ Ihtsoves aot
upg 4$141SIT
monauss Sy Ps Pon
callsesens Call P13 9433
ore sem

Juno let thru June 18
Beg.: Ages 8 to 11
mt.: Ages 11 to it;

5.

25e per word 25.00 minimum 1st
day. 51 per word per day for each
additional consecutive day. $1.75
extra for shopper(Ties. Classifieds
go into Shopping Guide.) 22.00 extra for blind box acia.

Yard Sale $1.50 Prepaid
will be 'required to
make any changes to ad after
deadline.

A '2.00 fee

Heating
And Coating

SHADY Oaks 2 Of 3tar
electric or gas Walking dis
tance to college 753 5209

ONE 7 5 ton gas heat
electric air unit 753 1300
after 7pm 489 2116

Daily Class

ASK pell

285
Mobile
Home Lots For Rent
1988 CLUBCAR with auto
mac charger Batteries
2yrs old 753-2558 afte
5pm

911118 veal

FOR Rent Business Retai
or Office Space in S Side
Shopping Center
753 4509 or 753 6612

MOBILE Home Village
$75-rno. water furnished
Coleman RE 753-9898
A FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667

MOBILE Home Village
$75/mo water furnished
Coleman RE 753-9898
Heating
And Cooling

MID-SOUTH Musicians
Network Get listed in &
receive a directory of area
musicians & technicians of
all shapes & sizes (pros/
amateurs) Phone for free
brochure' (901) 642-0773
PIANO tuning John
Gottschalk 753-9600

310

Want
To Rent

PROFESSIONAL couple
looking for 3br home to rent
for approx 4 5yr in Murray
For approx
area
$450 500 mo Have refer
ences 759 1347

CENTRAL air & heating
unit for sale Very good
price $900 Call 753 2766
ton
HEAT pump 2
Trane nearly new See at
Randy Thornton Co or
phone 436-5018

RENT or buy in nice area
LOT WITH HOOKUPS for
new 1992 16x80 mobile
Please call
home
753 4249

CLASSIFIED

MT OR MLT
"(EN TENN Investigations,
owner J B Wilburn, specializing in criminal, civil,
domestic and insurance investigations 14 years law
enforcement experience
Bel Air Shopping Center
502 753 3868
502-436-6099 Licensed in
Kentucky and Tennessee

HARDWOOD flooring
$1 29 sq ft iln dried hard
deHve red
wood
502 526-2824

Mobile
Homes For Sale

Trigg County Hospital has an
opening for a full/part time MT or
MLT. Must be willing to work
every other weekend, holidays
and share calls.
Call or send resume to:
Cora Estes
P.O. Box 312, Cadiz, KY 42211
(502) 522-3215

BECOME A CERTIFIED
NURSE'S AIDE
IF YOU'RE 55+ AND QUALIFY FOR THE
SENIOR EMPLOYMENT PROGRAM,Free
training is available!
753-0929
Funded by Job Training Partnership Act
through the West Kentucky PIC, in cooperation with the Department for Empluyment
Services and the Purchase Area Devclo cnt
District.

The Murray Board of Education is currently
accepting applications for the position of
Guidance Secretary at the High School.

Qualifications
- High School Diploma
- Computer skills including MS Dos.
Word-processing, and Windows, and
ability to work with students and teachers.
Interested persons should complete application at:
Murray Board of Education
814 Poplar Street
Murray, KY 42071
ATTN: Wanda Laird
Deadline for accepting application's is Friday,
June 4; 1993.

The Peppers Automotive Group is searching for a
Cashier/Receptionist/Data Entry Operator
for its Chevrolet-Oldsmobile-Cadillac-Geo store.
The successful candidate will have a pleasing
telephone personality, be able to handle the
cashiering functions for a busy store, be able to
input transactions with our in-house computer, and
handle Factory/Dealer communications with
General Motors. This position is a highly visible
position with considerable customer contact.
Therefore the successful applicant must project a
professional business image to our customers.
Contact Mr. Jim Olds, Office Manager between the hours
of 9:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m. with your resume in hand.

CHEVROLET

PEPPERS
Goo

oftwers ans
ellealle $0400.9
Moeda SIC $ Ph

tees

Call: 759-1445

1 ACRE lot located on Eas
State Line in Hazel Ready
for mobile home cable city
water & sewage $80 mo
753-3863

14)(70 MOBILE home 2br
I bath large kitchen, living
LET us make your clothes
room with factory installed
Uniforms
repair
arid
alter
air gas
rentals .fireplace, central
and sportswear
heat 14x20 add-on room.
gowns and tuxedds Ruth's
10x16 deck, good condiSee and Sew Country
tion $10,000 obo No SunSquare. 1608 N 121 Mur
day calls please
.ray 753 6981
901 782-3483
WEDDING dress size 16
WAYSIDE 2br 2
all accessories Boys 14x72
deck, back deck
front
bath,
children
6-8
size
clothes
812 storfurnished.
part
492 8443
games
age bldg, gas heat. $7500
5pm 9prr
753-3164
WOLFF suntan beds
FLEETSales service buibs & 1983 14x60
WOOD Front kitchen large
parts Financing available
living room 2br 759-4844
753 9274
1989 1470 CONCORD
cathedral ceilings Jacuzzi
carpet & vinyl extra nice
753 9959
$14 500
Appliances
gam-5pm after 6pm
USED tv s for sale $100 489-2068
each Murray Holiday Inn
COMPLETE mobile home
753 5986
services Phone and cable
installation Gallimore
loo
a
Home
Electric 759-1835
Furnishing(
CUMMINGS Meter Poles
Specializing in mobile
-home electric services 200
THELMA'S BARGAIN BIN
amp $375 100 amp $325
1109 Pogue Ave.
435-4027
759-9940
Ciean Used F JrnItUre, ApDOUBLEWIDE trailer and
pliances. and Ahsc Items
lot located on 94 East about
Use Our Layaway Plan
11 miles from town
We buy '12-flaw*
753-3021

Begins June lit - 5th

are filling
quickly!

sate

with _8
5 x8 TILT
wheels good COnd,t;on
753 6131

Domestic
& Childcare

FULL time experienced
night time cook Must work
weekends apply in person
Ann's Country Kitchen,
Hazel

5F T bush hog for
489 2630

mowers

Articles
For Sale

070

Personals

Knights of Columbus Hall

Reader Ads:

Mobile
Homes For Rent

Farm
Equipment

Help

Repair -

95.00 Column Inch
Display Ads
Qs Duman'•14 Rea.
Dtsantrit 3rd Run
(All 3 Ads Must Ran %tam 6 Day Period )
81 752.r seisms man gam re Tuesday , Mopping Cottle)

290

02.ri
Notice

Classified Ad Rates
Display Ads

ADJUSTMENT

TO PLACE AN AD CALL

DEADLINES

Hwy. 795 • Paris
3229
1-500-325•
642-3900
Tyson Ave •

1, mitt isio

%Nap
•

•
•

'• •

•

4

•
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CLASSIFIEDS
,i90

110

Used
Cars

houses
For Rant
AVAILABLE immediately
Nice 2br. 1 bath apt for
$285/mo with stove, refrigerator and washer &
dryer provided. aic, gas
heat and carport No pets
inside, please 762-4483 or
753-7210

1, 2 3.4BR apts, furnished,
very nice, some with
washer & dryer. new MSU
No pets Also room for rent
753-6111, 753-1252 days
753-0606 after 5pm
1BR furnished, 2 blocks
from MSU, $150/mo Plus
deposit No pets References required 753-9577
after 6prn

ELEGENTLY decorated
1br on Hwy 280 $275/mo
2br redecorated off 94E
$250/mo Water furnished,
deposit No pets 753-8848
before 8 30pm

1BR furnished apt Nice
and clean close to cam
pus $175 per month
753 7276

MOP-CAL Apartments now
accepting applications for
1, 2 and 3br apartments
Phone 759-4984 Equal
Housing Opportunity

1BR & studio apt available
appliances furnished Coleman RE 753-9898
1 OR 2br apts near downtown Murray 753-4109

NEW 2br duplex central
h -a, appliances carport
bath. wet hookup, $400mo 1817 Ridgew2BR,
carport & deck, $350/mo. ood No pets 751-7457
$350 deposit -7t36266.
NICE 2br duplex central
437-4855
•
gas h a stove refrigerator
2BR. 1 bath. Ir, full kitchen, & dishwasher furnished
a/c, - gas heat, loacted in Washer dryer hook up 1 ,
quite neighborhood near yrs old on North Wood Or
hospital and university No $400 mo plus deposit No
Pets $250/mo 759 1094 pets Days 753-1953
nights 753-0870
after fipm

CAR Stereo Installation
2BR, 1 bath, 1 car garage
AKC registered Miniature LOT with trees in South
753-0113. Sunset Boule
on 94W. $300/mo. $300
Schnauzers 2 females 1 *est Villa, size 100'x 140' or 'yard Mimic.,
Murray's Al
deposit, central au & gas
150
x140'
753
3488
Jnale ready to go June 4th.
pine Car Audio Specialist
heat 753-6633
$150 1st shots & heartDixieland Center. 1 block
2BR brick furnished cen- worm preventative
from MSU dorms
Farms
Call
$225/mo
436
5728
ha
tral
For Sale
DODGE Daytona loaded
753-9086 ask for Joe
CHOCOLATE Labrad2r
$8900 Call 753-5350
Retrievers AKC regis- 3 ACRE farm with new well
3BDRM, convenient Soca
tered shots & wormed 2 out buildings driveway
tion $500 mo lease re
quired no pets 753-3293 Stocky & chocotatey Avail- completely fenced. camper
able now 901-642 1953 at optional $10000 Located
Vans
3BR 1'4 bath remodeled ter 5pm
lust aft Hwy 280 on old
brick home large shaded
Murray concord Rd
1988 FORD Conversion
CHOW puppies AKC 436 5744 or 436-2528
yard Hwy 121N No pets
Van raised roof, fully
blues blacks & creams
References needed & de
2410392 or 1-225 ACRES 753-1300 loaded color ty vcr, cb,
$ 75
posit required 753 6723
am fm cassette. tilt cruise
247-0759
after 7pm 489 2116
64 XXX miles $11,500
3BR 2 bath decent neigh
borhood some new carpet FULL blooded Blue Heeler
8 30 9 30am 753-7841,
puppies, wormed female
10am 2pm 762 4414
& vinyl 701 Broad St
Homes
$395,mo 753-8767 or $40 male $50 436 5438
For Sale
753-2339
GREAT Pyrenees Pup

NICE 2br duplex. central
Ka satellite $375m10 No
pets 753-7457

2BR apartment No pets
$250 deposit required six
month lease $250/mo
753 3415 or 753-0409

NICE 3br, stove & refrigerator furnished carpet
throughout, central ha.
available May 1 $450/mo
plus deposit No pets 105
No 16th St Days 753-1953
Nights 753-0870

2BR apt, central h/a.
washer & dryer. Northwood. $425/mo plus deposit 753-5731 or 759-4686
28R apt large rooms very
near MSU for up to 4 students.washer, dryer
-stove, refrigerator furrr
Coleman RE
+shed
753-9898

pies registered Large
beautiful guardians for
livestock and children
Wormed and vaccinated
Charles Moon Fulton r502i
472 1543

SMALL 3br house 1603
Olive 2br duplex 1601
Olive 492-8225
SMALL house with 2br tor
rent East 94 about 10 miles
from Murray $200,mo plus
deposit 354 6729

HAVE an °healert sate
dog for show or home
Classes or private essons Serving Murray tor over
12yrs 436 2858

For Rent
Or Lease

LARGE watch dog pups
Mast.tt
Airdale
$50
753 3114

CREEKVIEW Self storage
warehouses on Center
Drive behind Shoney•s
$20 $40 mo 759-4081

PEG'S Dog Groomeig
753 2915

NORTHWOOD storage
presently has units avail
able 753-2905 for more
information

2BR duplex appliances
furnished, $395'mo plus
deposit No pets 753 1266
before 5pm
2BR duplex 1411A Hill
wood Dr. $350dmo
759 4406

2BR near MSU Central
heat & air, available now
$3004no, appliances &
lawn maintenance furnished
Embassy Apts
753 9898
28R Sherry Lane Estates
New & very nice All appliances furnished, including washer & dryer, central h-a, quiet neighborhood
Coleman RE
753-9898
2BR upstairs apartment
water furnished deposit required 753-0087
3BR unfurnished apt, refrigerator and stove included Clean and nice
Close to campus $300 a
month 753-7276

HOME with income Six
SHOP located at 406 Sun STRAWBERRIES W.
rooms 3hr. 2 bath
bury Circle overhead lace's U pick $ 60 qt 0.
soreened and carpeted padoors gas heat Call dered perries $1 25 qt
tio all electric built in
753-0839 or 436 2935
Open all day Tues Thur, & _kitchen central h'a Sepa
Sat, 7am ') Mon Wed 'R. rate entrance to upstairs 4
Fn. 4pm 7pm Sunday-, room and bath apt newly
NOW taking applications
For Sale
1 5pm 753 0195 To o•der let-or:rod for rental 1',
for Section 8 low rent hous
Or Lease
ing Apply in person sid,
berries 753 2047
acre site reduced to
:ill-.900 759 1122
Southside Manor, 906
RENTAL property 4 Or 5br
Broad St Extended be
house in town under
A
-e IS this brick
tween 8am 12noon No
$30 000 753-9669 after
1 car garage.
phone calls please Equal
7pm
Ready to move
KOPPGRU'D Rea!ty
Housing Opportunity
• '
s Bob Perrin
buyers waiting, to piirch.i,•,.
TAKING applications for
x "53-7653 evenhomes all price ranges If
"- 93509
section 8 rent subsidized
3509
you are thinking of
apartments 1 2 & 3 bedca,,rtr•
our
of
contact one
secluded cedar
rooms handicap accessious and professional
har-Lhelor pad-'hiaJaway
ble Equal Housing Oppor- HEIFER 7 and 10 month
&mental Jersey cross and agents at 753 1222 or stop it-1 b•ath. 5 lots. PineblUff
tunity Apply Hilldale Apts
by office at 711 Main St
ShoriLs deck great lake
Ky
or call 4yr old Jersey cow
Hardin
washer-'
759-9649
MAX Properties Lid
RE
502-437 4113
dryer microwave wood .
Bob Perrin Paid Daony
VERY spacious 2br, 2 bath
stive -carpet & tile.
.
Cent,
Bel Air
530 000 380 riogwood
duplex Northwood Drive
5 0 2 7 5 3 SOLD
appliances furnished cen
Ky See to
1-800 369 5760
tal air & gas heat $475/mo
apprei-date 436 5211 after
Cans
AKC Bassett puppies
ROBERTS Realty
1 month deposit 1 yr lease
5prn
way County s oldest ai-id
shots & wormed $125
No pets 753-2905
most reliable real estrite
489 2259
agency For all your rirai
AKC Cocker Spainel pup
estate TWO& C:111 tnem tc,
Rooms
pies $85 502 328 8715
day at '753 1651 1
For Rent
•2
MA L
4dr runs
more and 12th St
AKC Cocker Spaniel Pup
NEAR MSU, kitchen living
ir-)ort 500 oho 753-5711
pies, $85 502 328 8715
room, privileges, utilities
ir
:-276
furnished Coleman RE
Now Open
VERCURy runs
753-9898
1079 Oldsmobile
.1)
crii and looks good
1 ACRE lot located 0'
srren at 2111 Col
State Line in Hazel Fin -Fd,
for mobile home,cable city dw
water & sewage 753 386:3 13-81 GRAND Prix new
Dog Groom;ng
1
STORY 3 4br house
All Breeds, All Sizes
•ndi_•!- arid door, needs mo
LARGE lot for sale in Fair
'with gas heat large corner
tar wark 94.XXX actual
for
Excellent
Acres
view
SOLit Side Shopping Ctr
lot, 605 Sycamore.
building recently surveyed mrirts 759 9732 $500
$400/mo 753-8767 or
good price 753 5917 after 1963 OLC Mazda 4dr, ac.
753-2339
5pm
am tris c,assette newly re
hirLI! molar with less than
3000 n-•les $1250
753 9786

DOG DAY
AFTERNOON

759-1768

Dial-A-Service
(Clip This Ad From The Paper
And Save For A Handy Reference)

Poison
Control

Calloway Co. Fire
& Rescue Squad

753-7588 753-6952
Gentry Painting Co. • i14
.
1 ...-

-40
r04
ion. t
2

Residential Painting
Interior - Exterior

Phone 435-4268

i i' \
.:\
:

WetGeniry
.
my. Ky. 42071
RT ill Box ink

Cleaning"
'All Types Of Pressure Washing & Stearn
Free Estmates • All Work Guaranteed
Insured

KLEEN TEC
COMMERCIAL HOOD 1 VENT CLEANING
(502) 753-2648
1209 Kirkwood Murray IC• 42071
Terry T trweart Owner

Wayne Higgins Backhoe Service
Septic Tanks, Sewers A Howling
('all Us Anytime

759-4685

Commercial Was e
Disposal
•••• V--

FCR sale by owner 2br
briLl• ranch near Lynnville
Ha:dwood new carpet lots
of cdhinets 1340sq ft at
hrhed garage Ready to
rn In the 530's
-ITS 4,r55

r

2BR duplex, central hia,
appliances furnished
Availat?le now in Westwood
Subdivision Coleman RE
753-9898

•

FOR Sale by Owner Brick
ric,i,se 3hr 2 car carport.
patic, gas h a in town,
cdean wee maintained
Owner mov:ng 759-4620

NOW available lbr furnished apt with paid utilities
lease & deposit No pets
436-2755

2BR apts spacious all
appliances including
washer & dryer $450 mo
753 4573

i•I I ..4 .A
-wow. • ..
'.

.JIVRTY Charm 4yrs
_3br. 2
bath 'great
r.„0-11 w'catherdal ceilings
11 acres on Hwy 1124
Nr•rtt, of Ho.y 121 peNveen
Coldwater and Farmington
a0s

All Types of Refuse Servirm

1-800-585-6033
Bud Stewart, Route Manager

SOUND DESIGNS
AUDIO/VIDEO

IlEaDesIgn and Installation of Residential III. zir
•
and Commerical Audio/Video Syyterni
All Major Brands • Pro Logic Horne Theater
Home Automation, SMART HOUSE Installer
806 Coldwater Rd, Murray KY
JameaC &athwart. Owner
(SW 76e-la6
,,---'

B & W Pressure Clean
Rt. 1, Box 127, Water Valley, KY 42085

All

Types Of Exterior Ciesning

Concrete • Vinyl • Cars • Trucks • Trailers • Boats
FREE ESTIMATES * DEPENDABLE SERVICE
(502) 355-9804
(502) 355-2640

Dr. Mary Broeringmeyer
Chiropractor
Call for an appointment

753-2962

ALPHA BUILDERS
Remodeling, garages, decks, porches, concruti.
work, chain link fences. Home mainti-irince

489-2303
s & s Environmental

Maintenance Contractors
Specializing In Underground Storage Tank
Removal and Excavating Services

Murray, Ky. • 753-6337 or 489-220

1976
TON F-250 Ford
truck 4x4 $1000 Cal
435-4307 after 6pm
1991 MAZDA B2200 one
owner 753 2615
1991 NISSAN King Cab
pickup excellent condition,
28.000 miles, chrome
package, air. am/fm cassette. ws, pti, bed liner
489-2335
1992 GMC Sonoma,
loaded V-6, 5sp, low miles
Call before 2pm 753 2783
510
Campers
16FT Bonanza trave
trailer, stove, refrigerator
bath-shower combination.
excellent condition, $1000
firm 759-9775
•1973 COBRA 5th wheel
53000 753-7708

16 FOUR Winos 1989
Model 160 Freedom, Cobra
30 Litre like new Call
Chris 436 2292
1978 15FT Hustler Bass
Boat fiberglass 65hp
Johnson trolling motor,
trailer depth finder, one
owner good condition,
$2650 753 2975 days call
for Chuck 924-5887
nights

1988 17". FT ProCraft Fish
n' Ski Boat. 115hp Yamaha
engine, trolling motor low
hours, garage kept, $9000
firm Phone 753 0954

low PONTIAC Sunberd
Converse*. *Mt' 411 XXX
',or^ escelient contteen
's
,4705 •
1 932 Dodge Daytona
levied S1N100 Call
ass
Si 93110 Ass

pair. countertops, and general carpentry 753 9688
15 years experience

REFINISHING stripping
custom woodworkin)
753 8056

GENERAL Repair plumb
mg roofing, tree work
436 2642

RICK'S Roofing AN typr
of roofs. and repairs T
chon modified and rubbri
for mobile homes 17
experience 'guaranteed
work _Free ..estimat,-;
phone 502 437 4559

GERALD WALTERS
Roofing vinyl siding painting Free estimates 18
years experience Local re
ferences 436 2701

BACKHOE Service- ROY interior trim 753 0834
HILL Septic system, drive- KITCHEN CABINET
RE
ways, hauling, foundations, CO VERY existing doors &
etc 759-4664
frames with woodgram for
BLACK top sealer Need mica. all colors Free esti
sealer on your driveway? mates Wulff's Recovery
Robert Prescott 753-9504 Murray 436-5560
BOB S Plumbing Repair
Service All work guaranteed
753 1134 or
436-5832

LAWN mowing service In
sured Coleman Benefiel
phone 759-4564

LAWN mowing Residental
BRYON'S LAWN SER- and commercial Free esti
VICE Professional lawn mates Johnson Landscap
care and maintance Free ing 436 2869
estimates 753 4591
LAWN SERVICE Been
BUSH hogging large or mowing my lawn for 25yis
would like to mow yours
small 753-7457
now 759-4489
CARPET and vinyl installa
lion and repairs Glen Bob LICENSED for electric and
gas 753-7203
•
ber, 759-1247

MOWER repair Same day
service 7 days,week Most
repairs at your home Fac
tory trained, 15 yrs expen
ence 502 753-5299
MULCH. pick up loads
Murray 436 5560

1A Al town.country yard
mowing landscappg, tree
trimming,- tree removal
light hauling Free esti
mates
Tim Lamb
436 2528
Al 1A all around mowing 8
tree trimming & light haul
ing Call 436 2528 ask for
Mark
A1A LandscaPing Spring
clean up Mulching,- haul
ing tree trimming. & re
moval
After Spin
492 8254

V-— •.,...t
In

-i

ROCKY COLSON He'll'
Repair Roofing, siding
painting_ plumbin_g con
crete Free estimates Ca*:
474 2307
SEWING machine repad
Kenneth Barnhili
753 2674
SHEETROCK tinishrni:
textured ceilings t.
Chnsman 492 8742
SUR,EWAY Tree & SLin ;
Removal Insured with
line of equipment Fr.'
,t`
•
timates Day or
753 5484
THE Gutter Co Sian.."
aluminum gutters var'•1•
of CORNS
Id, •
sured Estimatr.
759 46%)
VCR NINTENDO RE t A
ri •
Wood VCR Seri..ii-Ar
cleaning servrcrnr; "
most repairs $35 hi...A
cation Route 1 Al -Open 912 15 Mr t •
753-0530

MOODY'S mower repair
Pick up and delivery
753-5668

CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
and Cooling Service Corn
Al, AL'S hauling yard
plete installation and ser
work, tree removal mow
vice
Call Gary at
ing Free estimates
759 4754
759 1683
CUSTOM bulldozing and
Carpentry work house
backhoe work, septic sys- A 1
drawn, remodeling,
plans
tems 354-8,161 after 4pm
new construction, porches.
D& L Mowing Service Free mobile home Free esti
estimates, responsible, mates Call J & C Construe
mature & dependable Call bon 436 5398 20 years
anytime for fast results experience No lob too
Special rates for steady small
customers 436-6080
Al TREE Service Stump
753 0370
removal and spraying Free
1 A A 1 Hauling, tree trim estimates 753 0905 after
ming, tree removal, clean
5pm 759 9816 753 0495
ing out sheds. attics & odd
jobs Free estimates
4362102 Luke Lamb

.;
,7.1;.-—._.
‘ ...:
;
;;),_1
\
,
}
lin
-4

Free
Column
Lt.
FREE pupptcr
Sheperd mix 489 2810

YOUR
AD
COULD
BE
HERE
CALL
753-1916
CLASSIFIED

CUSTOM KITCHEN CaRIOSF TS
CUSTOM WOOOWORKIPOC.
All Types Of

Custom Woodworkint-j
Kitchen & Bath cabinets
-Drop by & see our showroom
409 SUNBURY MURRAY (Behold Bunny Bleat
753 5940

YARD
SALE
SEASON
ADVERTISE Your Yard Sale
3 Times and SAVE

rbea.

1991 CORO Escort LX
20 XXX rtjeas 1444, new
56000 753 7387

DRYWALL finishing. re ALPHA Builders Carpe,
pairs additions and blow try remodeling porch.':.
ing ceittngs 753 4-76-1• -roofing-. concrete driff
ways painting maintii
EXPERIENCED drywall
nance etc Free estimate"
finishing new construction. 489 2303
additions blown ceilings
•
435 4036
PLUMBING repairmar.vd,t.1
same day service Caii
FORREST Construction
436 5255
Remodeling, additions, re

APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore Westinghouse
Whirlpool 30. years exBOBBY INBOARD & outboard Mar
perience
ROPPER, 436-5848
-me Repair Service calls
BACKHOE SERVICE 502 436 5792
BRENT ALLEN septic tank K B ASSOCIATES Gen
installation repair, replace oral construction remodel
ment 759-1515
ing garages decks patios

28FT Georgie Boy motor
home real sharp, one
owner. 18 XXX miles
753 2967

1986 CHEWY Caprice, one
owner
, low miles $3500
1983 Lincoln Towncar,
oaded leather $2500
753 4884

1991 DODGE Shadow ES,
white tilt cruse a/c, pl.
am ern cassette -5 spared,
25 XXX miles great condi
in one owner 753 8753

APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 major
manufacturers All work
and parts warranted Ask
for Andy at The Appliance
Works 753-2455

COUNTERTOPS, custom
Homes, trailers, offices
Wulff's. Recovery. Murray
436 5560

1985 OLDSMOBILE Toro
nado Caliente vinyl lop
electric sun: roof, leather'
nterior digital dash, wire
wheels radar detector cb
,- elluiar one owner,
81 XXX miles 362-7164.

1990 GRAND Prix 4dr, one
owner 35 xxx miles
or
502 753 4389
,h
502 753 5960

753-0616

CHIM Chim Chimney
Sweeps has 10% senior
citizen discounts We sell
chimney caps and screens
435-4191

1985 NISSAN Maxima station wagon sunimoon roof
loaded local owner,$4500
753 8096 after 5 30pm

1990 FORD Thunderbird
LX. V-6. loaded, very nice.
60 XXX miles. $8800
435 4041

Danny Robinson

1977 ELDARODA motor
home 24tt. 48,000 actual
miles. microwave, N & vcr.
newly remodeled excellent
condition 753 8663

1989 STRATOS pontoon
boat 20* with 1989 40hp
Evinrude power trim & oil
infection. less than 60
hours actual use Fishing
ready w:trotting motor
1984 "VW LScirocco drives•r• depth finder live well and
last ac,
pi), am: butt seat Beautiful boat for
1rri
Must sell $1795
fishing & family fun For
call
appointment
762 2452
436-2424 $5950
1085 CHEVROLET Cele
brit) Euro Sport 2dr V-6
ps ph *tilt cruise, air, alu
I
minum wheels, by owner
,
$2905 Ca/ 901-6424541

1988 CHEVROLET Be6cyl. auto. air,
55 XXX miles with 1 yr ext
warranty remaining Local
one owner $6200 Call
753 7210

Painting
Paper
Hanging

1 insertion
2 insertions
3 insertions

$7.50
'12.50
'15.00

Ads must be paid in advance. A *2.00 fee will be
required to make any changes to ad after deadline.

DEADLINES ARE 2 DAYS IN ADVANCE:
Friday 3
Monday Edition
Saturday 10
Tuesday Edition
Monday 3
Wednesday Edition
Tuesday
3
Thursday Edition
Wednesday 3
Friday Edition
Thursday 3
Saturday Edition
For assistance call, 753-1916 or come by

Murray Ledger & Times
Classified Department

p.m.
a.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
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Health Matters

Feelings On-Weide Are Common
4.

Have you ever had
thoughts of suicide? If you
are honest with yourself and
have ever suffered severe
depression, you will probably answer yes
Suicide is a violent
act that is selfish in its
nature and usually occurs

out of anger and/or despair.
It leaves those left behind
feeling guilty, angry and
asking why.
Statistics indicate
that suicide is one of the
leading causes of death in
the United States For
every suicide we know

attempts in this group are
almost always completed
Every 30 minutes, someone
will take their life
* What are the
causes'? They are numerous One of them is serious
physical illness or the fear of
prolonged or life-threatening
illness
Others are financial
problems, frustration, loneliness and lack of aim in life
But far more basic than any
other cause is the inability to
give and to receive love
Man's failure to love and to
be loved does devastating
things to the tender human
heart
People often give
signs of their intention to
end their life One sign
alone does not mean a
person is suicidal Several
signs at one time may mean
that the person is seeking
help
If you or someone
know
n 1s profesyou
sional counselors to help
you take a fresh look at life,
contact the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital Mental
HealthCare Unit They offer
assessment services as well
as inpatient services Take
that first step toward a new
outlook on life

about, there are an estimated 15 we do not know
about
More men than
women commit suicide, but
women make more attempts. The elderly
caucasian male is most at
risk. Sadly, the suicide

If you suspect that a family member or friend may be suicidal, you may become anxious
and nervous. This is a normal feeling Remember to believe or trust your suspicions that
the person may want to harm himself
•Be an active listener,
,communicate your concern, and show your
support
•Be direct Try to determine if the person has a
plan for suicide (how,
when, where)
*Encourage the person to
seek professional help
•Do not allow yourself to
be sworn to secrecy. You
may lose a friendship, but
you may save a life

•Do not leave the person alone if you believe
the risk for suicide is an
immediate one.
•Do not act shocked at
what tne person tells
you
•Do not counsel the
person yourself
*Do not debate whether
suicide is right or wrong
This may make the
person have feelings of
guilt

If YOU are considering suicide, please talk
to someone immediately
Think of who will be most
affected if you take your
life
Professionals on
the staff of the MurrayCounty Hospital Menta I
HealthCare Unit can
help you learn new
coping skills. Talk with
one of them at
(502)762-1360.
Remember,
suicide is a permanent
1
answer to a temporary
A
problem.

Alzheimer's Disease Information

Cardiac Support Group
Tuesday, June8
"Open Discussion"
Shirley Lamb,RN.,Cardiac Rehab Coordinator
Hospital Board Room
10 am.
Contact Shirley Lamb,(502)762-1170.

Stroke Support Group
Friday, June 18
200 p.m.
Hospital Private Dining Room
Contact Ann Ingle, RN,or Dixie Hopkins,
speech pathologist,(502)762-1100-

Laryngectornee Support Group
Fnday,June 11
2:00 p.m.
Hospital Private Dining Room
Contact Ann Ingle. RN,or Dixie Hopkins,
speech pathoiogist.(502)762-1100.

Parkinson's Support Group
Friday, June 25
200 p.m.
Hospital Private Dining Room
Call Dixie Hopkins, speech pathologist. Of
Ann Ingle. R N at(502)762-1100

Compassionate Friends
Thursday,June 24
7:30 p.m.
Hospital Board Room
Contact Rebecca Church'(502) 762-1274
or Head Bennett(901)498-8324

•Increased social withdrawal
and loss in interest and
pleasure in previously
enjoyable activities.
•Increased irritability and
behavior problems.
J Depression or grief following
the loss of a "significant other"
relationship.
J Feelings of depression due to
a history of physical, mental,
emotional or sexual abuse.

.

..•.

,,,,,

Miracle Moments

We Lend Support
Education Meeting
Tuesday, June8
By Cindy Ragsdale, LSW
Support Group Meeting
Tuesday,June 22
4:30 p.m.
Hospital Board Room
For information about Aheimer's Disease
meetings, contact Cindy Ragsdale.(502)
762-1100 or Joretta Randolph,(502)753-5561.

•Noticable changes in sleep .
and/or appetite patterns.

The Murray-Calloway County Hospital's
Health Express will be offering blood
pressure, pulse, vision, and glaucoma
screenings at all of its stops during the
month of June.
A Stool For Occult Blood Screehing
Kit is also available for $4. This
screening detects blood in the stool.
These screenings are offered to
detect disease in its earliest stages when
there are no symptoms of disease. If
you are experiencing symptoms, you
should see your physician.
Thursday, June 10
Murray
Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
830-1130 a.m. & 1230-3 p.m.
Monday, June 14
PurYear
Commulty Center
8:30-11:30 am.
Hazel
Dees Bank
1-3 p m
Tuesday, June 15
Fancy Farm
Ba* of Fancy Farm
9-11.30 a.m.
Dublin
Ctiapman's Grocery
1230-230 p m
Wasbeeday, June 16
Murray
Pig oly Wiggly
830-1130 am 8.1230-3 p.m

Wednesday, June 17
Pans
Wal-Mart
9-11.30 a.m & 12:30-3 p.rio
Monday, June 21
Kiricsey
Stone's Contry Store
10 a.m.-12 noon
Stella
Goshen Methodist Church
1-3 p.m.
Tuesday, June 22
Burnous hells
Farmers & Merchants Bank
a•rn
e Joe's discount Store
10-2:30
Thursday, June 24
Murray
Court Square
8 30-11 -30 a m & 1230-3 p.m
Monday, June 28
Camden
Wal-Mart
0-1110 a.m & 12 30-2 30 p.m
Tuesday. June 29
Murray
Olympic Plaza
830-1130am &1230-3pm
Wednesday. June 30
Draffermile
Ponderosa
"

30 a r" &

10-2 30 0 m

Miracle Moments is pleased to offer the perinatal
classes listed below. Pre-registration is required for all
classes and fees may be paid at the first class.
Theseclassesare part ofa gill package valued Mover
$200 which is given to Miracle Moments Prepayment
Plan participants.
If you would.like to receive this valuable gift package
and become a prepayment participant, stop by the
hospital admitting office for complete details about the
program.
If you air not a Miracle Moments Prepayment
participant. you'are still welcome to attend the classes at
the fees listed.
For class information and pre-registration, call the
Perinatal Education Coordinator at
(502)762-1385.
Pre-register for:
*Prepared Childbirth Class ($35)
Option I: Mon., June 14. 21.28& July 5
Option 2: Thurs.,June 10. 17,24& July 1
9p.m.
Hospital Education Unit
*Cesarean Birth Class: Wed.. July 14. 7-9 pm ($15)
*Sibling Class: Sat. June 19, 10-11 a.m.(Free)
•Parenting Class.- Wed.,June 16&23. 7.9p.m.($10)
*Refresher!: Mon.,June21 &28, 7-9pm ($10)
•Refresher11: Thurs., June 17&24. 79pm ($10)
•Fbst-Partum Exercise Class ($17)
(Call(502) 762-113910 schedule)
*Prenatal Nutrition ($10)
•Post-Partum Weight Loss Class($15)
Six weeksafter you've had your baby or
after you've stopped reast feeding. you
can safely begin the three week post
part urn weight loss class. Theclass is
taught by registered dietitians at the
hospital. Cali(502)762-1533 to schedule.
*Miracle Moments Maternity Unit Tour (Free)
•Miracle Moments Newsletter(Free)
*Miracle Moments Booklet (Free)

Bereavement Support Group
Education Meeting
ruesesy.June 1
Support Group Meeting
ruiner/. June 15
1:10c-liort20 m.
tnit
anmiroorn 2, 3rd Floor
Nanclf Rose Hospice Iver!r-,
'102
189

C

ommunity e ve n ts

Sports Medicine Symposium

In KY dial: 1 -800-342-FACCH
In TN dial: 1-$00-544-1ACCH
For Your FREE Physician Directory

For professional and voluotper coaches
Meat. Jung 11
8 a m to 430
kisu Curios Center
;4gestrahor $30
- Pre ?swat wore June II hi c411041 ISIS hollioloi I
NealrN Promo'nAlt ON* l5011'241 iiaa

MURRAY
CAIIDWAY
COUNTY
HOSPITAL
NOl Peletar Street
klurrs‘ lantueI, •0).'1
I IOU

i
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Looking Back

Ten years ago
Today is Monday, May 31, the 151st day of 1993. There are 214
23.
Thirt., ears ago
Teri Natasha Shoemaker, 5,
days left in the year. This is the Memorial Day observance.
Twenty years ago
Honor graduates of 1963
History:
in
daughter of Terry and Jo Ann
Highlight
Today's
Janet Usrey, daughter of Mr. Senior Class of Murray College
Shoemaker, was crowned as 1983
and Mrs. Alvin Usrcy, and Dian- High Schooliwe Betty Crutcher,
On May 31, 1889, more than 2,000 people perished when a dam
Little Miss Murray-Calloway
ne Harrison, daughter of Mr. and daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Wilbreak -sent water rushing through Johnstown, Pa.
County Fair Queen. Others
On this date:
Mrs. James Harrison, both sopho- liam Crutchcr: Don Oliver, son of
named wree Carrie Elizabeth
In 1910, the Union of South Africa was founded.
mores at Calloway County High Mr. and Mrs. Everett Oliver:
Hartley, 6, Kcri Bazzell, 5, and
In 1913, the 17th amendment to the Constitution, providing for the
School, have been named over-all Judy Culpepper, daughter of Mr.
Shanna Renac Norsworthy, 5. •
Style Revue winners of Calloway and Mrs. J.L. Culpepper; Anna
popular election of U.S. senators, was declared in effect.
Pictured is the first graduating
In 1916, during World War I, British and German fleets fought the
County 4-H Club.
Story, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
class of 1924 at Kirksey High
Battle of Jutland off Denmark.
Sandra Outland,
,Dale Arnold. spior at Callo- Festus L. Story;
- --SehoeL Max- Hurt was -serving as
In 1961, South Africa- became an-independent-republic.
:H.E.
and MrsMr.
of""daUghter
way County High School, has
Sinclair,
In '1962, World War II Gestapo official Adolf Eichmann was principal:
Kenneth
and
()inland:
been named as winner of SI(()
David and Linda Brann of Fulhanged in Israel for his role in the Nazi Holocaust.
Sinclair.
scholarship from Calloway Coun- son of Mr. and Mrs. Ray
ton
repeated
as
of
champions
earthquake.
an
in
died
In 1970, tens of thousands of people in Peru
ty Education .Association. He is
Oaks Country Club Elles and
The Murray State College:
In 1976, Martha Mitchell, the eStranged wife of former Attorney
thc
son of Mr. and Mrs. Joe
Beaux Golf Tournament on May
Baseball Team's victory in first
General John N. Mitchell, died in New York.
Arn'old.
_game of play-off with Morehead
In 1977, the trans-Alaska oil pipeline, three years in the making. 29. Mickey Boggess scored a
hole-in-one using 3 6-iron on No.
was completed with the final weld made by construction workers near
,Lakanna Chapman, Bettye on May fg marked the 100th win
10 during the tournament.
Pump Station Three.
Baker, Patsy Dyer, Linda Farley, for a Racer team under the direcgirths reported include a boy
his
about
questions
by
dogged
In 1989, House Speaker Jim Wright,
Anna Ruth Harris and Anita Tho- tion of Coach Johnny Reagan.
to Mr. adn Mrs. Gerald Wallace.
ethics, announced he would resign.
mas, all of Murray, attended the
May 8: a girl to. Mr. and Mrs.
Ten years ago: The Philadelphia 7.6ers won the National Basketball
Recent births reported at MurKentucky DiviSion of National
Kenny Hoover, May 13:a girl to
ray Hospital include a boy to Mr.
Association championship, defeating the Los Angeles Lqkcrs in the
Secretaries meting held at
Mr. and Mrs. Dale Arnold, May
and Mrs. Charles Oldham, a boy
fourth game of their best-pis-seven series. Former heavyweight boxing
Lexington.
champion Jack Dempsey died at his home in New York at age 87.
Five years ago: On the third day of the Moscow superpower sum-mit, Soviet leader Mikhail S. Gorbachev said maybe it was "time to
bang our fists on the table" to complete work on a strategic arms
DEAR ABBY: On Mother's Day, for all the special things you. did - dren by a previous marriage(ages 9
treaty while -President Reagan said, "Ill -do-anything that works." since
I didn't get a card, a hug, or from the heart; the sacrifices you and 10)otitTor a lovely dinner.
One year ago: An estimated 50,000 people demonstrated • in BelI had gifts of equal value for both
even one "1 love you from any of my made; the lost hours of sleep; and
grade, Yugoslavia, against Communist-organized elections. "Crazy
children. I knew I deserved some- fir all your prayers. Thank you for my mother and my mother-in-law. I
for You" was named Broadway's best musical at the Tony Awards. thing, so I wrote this letter to all the selfless service you have A•veri gave my wife's children money
given to others all your life. We love with which to buy their mother a
myself:
•while "Dancing at Lughnasa" was named best play.
Mother's Day gift.
you.-Your kids"
the
for
Mom,
you,
"Thank
• Today's Birthdays: Author-minister Norman Vincent Peale is 95.
At the end of what I thought har
P.S. Abby. I haven't the courage
shown
through
have
you
strength
of
70.
Monaco.is
ActorActor Don Amechc is 85. Prince Rainier
to sign my name. Besides, it might been a very enjoyable day, my wife
you
troubled
thank
waters:
the
all
director Clint Eastwood is 63. Opera singer Shirley Verrett is 60. Sintold nit' that she was hurt and disfor always being there for us. embarrass my children.
ger Peter Yarrow is 55. Anglican Church envoy Terry Waite is 54. encouraging us. and lovi.ng us no
FORGO-17EN MOM IN INDIANA appointed because' I had not given
Singer Johnny Paychects is 52. Actress Sharon Gless is 50. Football
matter what.
DEAR ABBY: I am somewhat her anything for Mother's Day.
Abby. correct me if I'm wrong.
Hall-of-Famer Joe Namath is 50. Actor Tom Berenger is 43. Actor
"Thank you for your help with confused over the meaning of MothGregory Harrison is 43. Actress-model Brooke Shields is 28.
the babies, and fir taking charge er's Day. I have been married for 10 but I thought Mother's Day was for
when we were floundering. Thank
Thought for Today: "One does not love a place the less for having
months. This is my first marriage honoring one's mother. Was I
you for always being honest, and
and my wife's second. For Mother's remiss for not giving my wife a gift
suffered in it unless it has all been suffering, nothing hut suffering."
setting high standards, and for
Day. I took my mother, my wife and along with my mother and mother— Jane Austen, British novelist (1775-1817).
in-law? She is
my

to Mr. and Mrs. Ira Lee Story,
and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Bob Hodges.
Forty years ago
Mrs. E.G. Moody, 69, died
May 30 from injuries sustained in
a traffic accident on Highway
121 south of New Concord on
May 24.
A feature story about Mr. and
Mrs. Peter Heppener of Murray
ConcernIng7-Itleic trip to . th$
SouNern Baptist ('omtntion at
Houston, Texas, is published. The
story was written .by Stall Writer
Alp Burkeen.
Charles Oakley.„ Neal Brooks.
CAThie Ford. Robert Mo)er. Vernon Anderson, Maurice Ryan..1.1
Hosick and John Parker are neu
officers of Murray Lions Club.
Lula Clayton Beak, limner
Murray teacher. has been
appointed registrar of I in&nWood Collqe, St (lurk's. \to

Dear Abby

never being a hypocrite. Thank you

not

her mother, plus my wife's two chil-

mother.

Daily Comics
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THE FAR SIDE
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L.NE AND 70
STUFF FOQ flE
/
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NEXT /1-IIRTY
YEARS

By GARY LARSON

CONFUSE:0 IN PEVTSBURGH
DEAR CO:41'SED: No. You
honored your wife by helping
her children to honor their
mother on Mother's Day. You
also honored your own mother
as well as your wife's mother
with gifts of equal value. In
addition, you took them all out
for a lovely dinner to celebrate
the day. Your wife's criticism
was petty and inappropriate.
DEAR ABBY: I am getting married this summer and have recently
been given a beautilid bridal shower.
Much to my dismay., as I opened
two of the. gills, there, tucked ass as
in the box, were shower on cards
that were given to two of my guest
(who were married finir ye.irs agoi
Abby, please tell your reader.:
that if they are planning on giving
away their leftovers. to he a little
more discreet and wino lye the cards
RAFEI.EI) IN lit 1ST(/N
DEAR RAFFLED: Consider
them told. To warn them is a
kindness.

Dr. Gott
By Peter H. Gat M.D.
DEAR DR.(,OTT: I have glaucoma.
I enjoy coffee with caffeine. and two of
my doctors have varying opinions
One says it brings the pressure up.
the other says it doesn't What do you

CALVIN and HOBBES
THE EXPESZT5
MOPE! I VE DECkDED TO BE A
HUNTER GATHERER- WHEN I
Ski ITS BAD
GROW UP' I'LL. BE LINING NAKED ' PARENTING TO
50UEI_CI-k A KIDS
IN A TROPICAL FOREST, StASISTIRG
AtA81Ttotsks
ON BERRIES, GRUBS, AND THE
OCCASIONAL' FR.CG, AND SPENDING
t•A`i FREE TIME GROWING FOR ',ACE'
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think?
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against caffeine. which can aggravate
glaucoma. depends on how high i
pressure is within your e• es Your
ophthalmologist can examine and
advise you.
Glaucoma. an increase in the flind
pressure in the eye, is usually Ireated
with drops or surgery, cafteine
restriction is ordinarily nol ni.cesary.
unless the standard rherapy is noi
effective. Cheek with your eye doctor
DEAR DR. GOTT A recent blood
test came' hack positive tor ANA
Please-explain shat this is and what 1 •
can expect
- DEAR READER Undei certain
circumstances. the Isirly mav trecomc
allergic to its own normal tissues.
causing so called auto immune dis
eases, such as luptis The ANA blood
t he reaction to a
test, which
"OK! When I say 'action,' all you bacteria charge the
person's normal tissue. is ofren a hall
camera!...Remember, this is the biggest scene
mark of lupus. a chronic dise'ase' caus
arthritis and kidney disease
ing
in the whole movie — relatively speaking!"
Despite the accuracy of the test.
some healthy' patients (without lupus(
exhibit a faint ANA reaction
Therefore, the diagnosis ot lupus
must be confirmed liv other analyses.
such As he anti DN.\. antibody test or
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Obituaries

•

Jon Eric Hutson

Mrs. Eliza Craig

•

Mrs. Eliza Craig, 90, Rt. 2,
Ha/CI. died Saturday at 7:34 p.m.
.at Murray -Calloway County
Hospital.
Her husband, Nude Craig,
died May 18, 1979. Also preced.ing her in death were one sister>
Mrs. Emma Wilson, 'and three
brothers, Elbert Allbritten, Bob
Allbritten and Warren Allbritten.
Born Oct. 31, 1902, in Calloway County. she was the daughter of the late Tobias Allbritten
and Sharpie Meador Allbritten.
Survivors include one daughter. Mrs.,Faye Nell Kelso and husband. Glen, Rt. 7, Murray; four
grandchildren, Johnny Kelso and
wife. Sharon, Judy Kelso, Janey
Reynolds and husband. Greg, and
•

•4

•

Joy Doron and husband. Carl,
and five great-grandchildren,
Joshua Reynolds, John Robert
Kelso, Justin Kelso, Jody Kelso
and Shanna Kelso, all of Murray;
one sister. Mrs. Cassie Hendon.
Rt. 2. Hazel.
.
The funeral will be today at 2
p.m. at Mason's Chapel United
Methodist Church, where she was
3 member. The Rev. Dan Leslie
will officate.
Pallbearers will be Johnny Kelso. John Robert Kelso, Justin
Kelso. JiNdy Kelso, Carl .Doron
and Greg Reynold's. Burial will
!oho in Mt, Pleirsaht Cemetery
with arrangements by Miller Funeral Home of Hazel.

lowed a lengthy battle with
cancer.
Survivors include his wife.
Mrs. Thia Jackson Hutson; his
father and wife. Dr. and Mrs.
Richard Hutson, Paducah; his
mother and husband, Mr. and
Mrs.eMietrael Stalls,- Winchester,
Tenn.; one brother, Chris Hutson
and wife, Ginny, one nephew,.
William Eric Christion Hutson,
and one niece. Sarah Caroline
Park Hutson, all of Paducah; his
paternal grandparents, Dr. .and
Mrs. Woodfin Hutson, Tucson,
Ariz.; a great-aunt, Mrs. Mary
Lou Lassite,r, Murray.

The funeral for Jon Eric Hutson was Sunday at 3:30 p.m. in
the chapel of Rose Mortuary,
1421 Broadway N.E.. Knoxville.
Minister Jay Robbins officiated.
Memorials may be made to
National Fish & Wildlife FoundaRdEL Wolf Recovery, Red,—
Wolf Preserve, do Chris Lucash,
Cades Cove Rangers Station,
Townsend, Tenn. 37882 or
AWARE Educational Program
for Children, 7616 Hall Rd.,
Knoxville. Tenn. 37920.
Mr. Hutson died Friday at the
University of Tennessee Hospital,
Knoxville. Tenn. His death fol-

HOG MARKET
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Shermon Borders

Shermon Borders, 65, Rt. 2,
10:10
Murray. died Saturday
a.m. at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
A retired Iarmei, he. was a
member of Eastwood Baptist
Church.
Born Sept. 3, 1927, in Marshall
County, he was the son of the
late Jake Borders and Amy
Thompson Borders. One brother,
Virgil Borders, also preceded him
in death..
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Loma Alexander Borders, to
int estmerits Situ e 111;4

Buying
or
Selling
Stock?
Let the professionals

at Hilliard Lyons
handle your
transaction.

Stock price
information not
available today
due to the holiday.

HILLIARD
LYONS
Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
(502) 753-3366
Our Best Investment Is You.
II 5 14$1144 W L Lycra Inc • /Art,SYSI IS,PC

AMY WILSOtileoger & Tmes photo

Mayor Bill Cherry (second from left) signed a proclamation designating the week of May 31-June 6 as Murray Post Office and
Postal Employees Appreciation Week. The Murray Post Office
will celebrate its 150th anniversary with an open house from 1 to
3 p.m. Sunday, June 6, at the post office. With Cherry is carrier
representative Rusty Miller (left), Murray Postmaster Mark Kennedy (second from right)oand Don Edwards, clerk representati•e.

whom he was married on Ma
8, 1948; two step-sons, the Rev.
Michael Howard and wife, Wanda, West Lake:1.a., and Carl R.
Howard, Houston, Texas; four
granddaughters, Candy Howard,
Columbia, Mo., Chantelle Howard. Dexter, Mo., and Michelle
Howard and Holly Howard, West
Lake, La.: three sisters, Mrs.
Thelma Nanney, Atlanta, Ga.,
and Mrs. Edith Henderson and
Mrs. Sheila Mac Collins, Benton.
The funeral will be Tuesday at
2 p.m. in the chapel of BlalockColeman Funeral Home. .The
Rev. Michardl Howard, the Rev.
John Obrecht and the Rev. Tim
Huffman will officiate.
Burial will follow in Mt. Carmel Cemetery.
Fiiends may call at the funeral
home after 3 p.m. today
(Monday).

Dr. Carl E.
Shroat

OF MURRAY AND CALLOwAY COUNTY INC

Call 753-9500
and remain anonymous
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Get Your
FULL SPINAL

VALUE

EXAMINATION

NO OBLIGATION • NOTHING TO PAY

You may have one of these 16
DANGER SIGNALS OF PINCHED NERVES:
1.
2.
3.
4.

5

Low Back Pain
Headaches
Shoulder Pain
Arthritis

5.
6.
7.
8.

Dizziness
Sore Elbows
Neck Pain
Indigestion

9. Numb Hands
10. Bursitis
11. Pain Down Legs
12. Muscle Spasms

13.
14.
15.
16.

Numb Fingers
Hip Pain
Tight Muscles
Aching Feet

FIND OUT NOW whether careful, professional chiropractic care can relieve your aches

Dr. Dennis L. Heskett, D.C.

and pains.
This examination normally costs $30.00 or more. It will include a chiropractic orthopedic test, a
chiropractic neurological test, a blood pressure test, a spinal alignment check,an examination
for restricted or excess motion in the spine, a test for muscle strength and a private
consultation with the doctor to discuss the results.

Thts enttre examination IS RE E
you want more care and treatment,
we do all the paperwork

FREE.

TO REFUSE TO PAY.CANCEL PAYMENT OR BE
DISCLAIMER.OUR OF F NCE POLICY PROTECTS YOU:*THE PATIENT AND ANY OTHER PERSON RESPONSIBLE FOR PAYMENT HAS A RIGHT
RESULT OF AND WITHIN 72 HOURS O RESPONDING TO 14
REIMBURSED FOR PAYMENT FOR ANY OTHER SERvCES. EXAMINATION OR TREATMENT WHICH IS PERFORMED AS A
ADVERTISEMENT FOR THE FREE SERVICE EXAMINATION OR TREATMENT*

CALL for

I

your

FREE appointment NOW!

HESKETT CHIROPRACTIC CENTER

$30

301 N. 12th Street
University Square)
Murray, Ky. 42071
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759-1116
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CALL NOW.
BRING THIS COUPON
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,Funeral rites tor -Dr. Carl E.
Shroat were today at 1(1. a.m. at
First United Methodist Church,
Frankfort. Dr. Billy R. Jennings
officiated. ,
Graveside rites will be Tuesday at II .a . at Murray City
Cemetery, Murray. The Rev. G.T.
Moody will officiate. Joan Bowler will be
_Pallbearers will be Maj. Mark
A. Graham, Jeff E. Hohman.
Charles O. Bush Jr.. Michael G.
Revlett, Sam Gardner, Dr.
Richard Gardner, -Sam Gardner,
Oliver C. McLentore and Edward
Ni. Shroat.
Friends may call at J.11. Churchill Funeral home from 6 to 9
p.m. tonight (Monday).
Donations .inay be made to the
Hospice of the Bluegrass, 124 W.
Todd St., Frankfort, Ky. 40601.
Dr. Shroat, 61, of 313 Westover Rd.. Frankfort, died Friday at
8:15 a.m. at his home. His death
followed a long illness.
'Survivors include his wile,..
Mrs. Jackie Gardner Shroat; four
daughters, Mrs. Carol Grlham
and husband, Major Mark A.,
Baumholder. Germany, Mrs.
Debbie Hohman and husband,
Jeff, Lexington, Mrs. Sandra
Bush and husband, Charles,
Frankfort, and Mrs. Jackie Sue
Revlett and husband, Michael,
Owensboro: one sister, Mrs. Marjorie Shroat Dunn, and one
brother, Edward Mason Shroat,
t)oth of Murray; his mother-inlaw. Mrs. Alma Gardner, Clarksville, Ind.: nine • erandchildren.
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